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T H E  G A R R I S O N  O F  C A P E  A N N .  
By JOHN G. WHITTIER.
From the hills of home forthlooking, far beneath the tent- 
like span
Of the sky, I see the white gleam of the headland of Cape 
Ann.
Well?l know* its coves and beaches to the ebb-tide glimmer­
ing down,
And the white-walled hamlet children of its ancient fishing 
town.
Long has passed the Summer morning, and its memory 
waxes old,
When along yon breezy headlands with a pleasant friend I 
strolled.
Ah ! the Autumn sun is shining, and the ocean wind blows 
cool,
And the golden rod and aster bloom around thy grave’ 
Rantoul.
With the memory of that morning by the Summer, sea I 
blend
A wild aid  wondrous story, by the younger Mother penned, 
In that quaint Magnolia Christi, with all strange and mar­
velous things.
Heaped up huge and undigested, like the chaos Ovid sings.
Clear to  me these far, faint glimpses of the dual life of old, 
Inward, grand with awe and reverence—outward mean and 
coarse and cold *,
Gleams of mystic beauty, playing over dull and vulgar 
clay,
Golden threads of romance weaving in a web of hodden 
gray.
The great eventful present hides the p a s t; but, through the 
din
Of its loud life, hints and echoes from the life behind steal 
in ;
And the love of home and fireside, and the legendary 
rhyme,
Make the task of duty lighter, which the true man owes his
Bo with something of the feeling which the Covenanter 
knew,
When with pious chisel wandering Scotland's moorland 
graveyards through,
On the tombs of old traditions Mowers of song 1 fain would
i from olT the tablet, and retouch the fadedW ipe the r
<  Vline.
Where the sea-waves back and forward, hoarse with roll­
ing pebbles, ran.
The garison-house stood w*atching on the gray rocks of 
Cupe Ann;
On its w indy site uplifting gabled roof and palisade,
And rough w alls of unhewn timber with the moonlght over­
laid.
On his slow round walked the sentry, south and eastward 
looking forth
O'er a rude and br iken coast-line, white with breakers 
stretching north—
Wood and rock and gleaming sand-drift, jagged capes, with 
bush and tree,
Leaning inland from the smilting of the wild and gusty 
sea.
Before the deep-mouthed chimney, dimly lit by dying 
brands.
Twenty soldiers sat and waited with their muskets in their 
hands;
On the rough-hewn oaken table the venison haunch was 
shared,
And the pewter tankard circled slowly round from heard to 
beard.
Long they sat and talked together—talked of wizards Sa­
tan sold.
Of all ghostly sights and noises, signs and wonders mani­
fold }
Of the spectre-ship of Salem, with the dead men in her 
shrouds,
Bailing sheer above the .w ater, in ^the loom of morning 
clouds.
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Round us throng the grim projections of the heart and o 
the biain,
And our pride of strength is weakness, and the cunning 
hand is vain.
In the dark we cry like children } and no answer from on 
high
Breaks the crystal spheres of silence, and no white wings 
downward fly ,
But the heavenly help we pray for comes to faith and not 
to sight,
And our prayers themselves drive backward all the spirits 
of the n ight!
E Q U IT Y  A N D  E X P E D IE N C Y
COMPENSATED EMANCIPATION.
[The following is a brief abstract of the arguments develop 
ed at length in a Pamphlet of 4M pages, published by Day- 
toil A Burdick, 29 Ann Streett New York, entitled"/ 
Plan of Brotherly Copartnership of the North and South, 
for the Peaceful Extinction of Slavery, by Elihu Buriilt,’ 
Price 20 cents ]
No candid man, North or South, can hes­
itate to admit, that the antagonisms and es­
trangements generated by the system of sla­
very, imperil the life of our beloved Union 
far more than a world of foreign foes could 
do.
Fifty years of the nation’s experience 
prove, that peace, harmony an.d brotherly 
unity can never pervade this great continent­
al family of States while slavery exists; but 
that, on the contrary, the embittering strug­
gle will grow more and more intense and 
calamitous, until some competent measure 
be adopted for the extinction of that system.
I f  the Union were at war with a coalition 
of European Powers, and could only escape 
subjugation by the extinction of slavery, the 
Constitution, as well as the law of self-pre­
servation, would fully sanction the summary 
act. Both these sources of authority would 
authorize the Federal Congress to take 
equitable and adequate steps for putting an 
end to the same evil, in, order to vanquish a 
domestic fee, more dangerous to the Union 
than all the external enemies that could be 
arrayed against it.
I f  slavery were abolished in time of war 
as a national act of self-defence, the slave­
holders of the South would claim and re­
ceive indemnification from the Federal Gov­
ernment for the act of manumission. I f  the 
system is to be abolished to destroy an in­
ternal enemy, which is sapping the very soul 
of the Republic, they should be equally 
compensated for the emancipation of their 
slaves.
For nearly fifty years, the legislatures of 
the Southern States have done all that their 
acts could achieve, to legalize and sustain 
slavery ; to encourage the people of those 
States to invest their capital in slaves.— 
They cannot now justly turn round and treat 
those legislative acts as immoralities, and 
destroy the property which they have, de 
facto, created, without compensating its pre­
sent holders for the loss entailed upon them. 
What the Southern States cannot do by 
themselves, consistently with justice and 
equity, all the States of the Union cannot 
do together.
The utter extirpation of slavery from 
American soil should be achieved in a way 
and in a spirit that would attach all the 
members of the Confederation to each other 
I by stronger bonds than have ever existed
I between them ; which should bequeath to its 
) 1 lhe deFtia of Gloucesler j numerous posterity of States a rich legacy
F u i io f Z ™  'hat love .he Summer, bloom, of w a rm er! ° f  precious memories, deepening and per-, 
latitudes ;
Where the arctic birch is braided by the tropic’s flowery
Of the marvelous valley hidden i
petuating their sense of fraternal relation­
ship, as co-heirs of the noblest chapters of 
American history.
O f all parties to this great moral strug­
gle, the well-being of the slaves must be most 
dependent upon the prevalence of a spirit 
of brotherhood and benevolence throughout 
the nation at the time of their manumission. 
Nothing but slavery itself, of the most atro­
cious stamp, could be worse for them than 
emancipation in a tempest of malignant pas­
sions, and fierce and fiery hate.
Great as the system of slavery has grown, 
it may be equitably abolished, without in- 
Thhcf arnuud the biock-hou.c marching, me., unharmed; creasing the taxation of the country by a 
a. volleyed flame; : single farthing per head of its population.—
Then, will, mocking laugh and gesture, sunk In earth or lost T b e  p u b | j c  la u d s  a ]o n e  w 0 „ l d  b e  s u ffic , e n t  to
... . " " .  .................  ,1  pay for the emancipation of all the slaves in
the Union, it appropriately exclusively to 
) that object. Without including the lands 
acquired from Mexico by the treaty of 1853, 
this notional domaifi contains 1,600,000,000 
acres. At 75 cents per acre, it would 
yield, in the end, §1,200,000,000. Ad­
mitting S150 per head for the whole slave 
population to be a fair average price, taking 
infant and aged, sick and infirm, three mil­
lions and a half would amount to §875,- 
000,000. Thus this landed estate of the 
nation would not only emancipate all the 
slaves iD its borders, but would yield a large 
surplus for their moral elevation and im ­
provement.
A considerable portion of the national 
domain lies in the slave States, and conse­
quently has but little demand and value.— 
The removal of slavery would create both, 
by the continually increasing influx of men 
and capital from the present free States and 
from Europe. In Missouri, for example, 
there are 13,000,000 acres of the public 
lands unsold and unappropriated, of only a 
nominal value. The extinction of slavery 
would yield a sum sufficient to pay for the 
emancipation of all the slaves in the State. 
Thus Missouri might be freed from the evil, 
without sending her a dollar directly from 
the national treasury, or the proceeds of a 
single acre of land lying outside of her bor­
ders.
The pecuniary results of emancipation in 
Missouri would be immediate and immeas- 
ureahle. There would be such a rapid de­
velopment of her mineral and agricultural 
resources; such a great and sudden enhance­
ment of the price of her lands, that Ken­
tucky, Tennessee, Maryland, Delaware and 
Virginia would be induced to follow her ex­
ample, one after the other, in comparatively 
quick succession.
By lilting the incubus of slavery from a 
single State like Missouri, not only a pow­
erful precedent would be established to work 
upon the remaining slave States, but great 
additions) 1 wealth would accrue to the na-
And the silver-starred magnolia lights the twilight of the 
pines!
But their voices sank yet lower, sank to husky tones of 
feir,
As they spake of present tokens of the powers of evil
Of a spectral host, defying stroke of steel and aim of gun, 
Never j et was ball to slay them in the mold of mortals
Thrice, with plumes and flowing scalp-locks, from the mid­
night wood they came,
lay bare.
Midnight came ; from out the forest moved a dusky mass, 
that soon
Grew to warriors, plumed and painted, grimly marching in 
the moon.
Gosts or witches,” sa id the captain, “  thus I foil the Evil 
One P»
And he rammed a silver button from his doublet down his 
g un!
Once again the spectral horror moved the guarded wall 
about •,
Once again the leveled muskets from the palisades flashed 
out,
With that deadly aim the squirrel on his tree-top might not 
shun,
Nor the beach-bird seaward flying with his slant wing to 
the sun.
Like the idle rain of summer sped the harmless shower of • 
lead }
With a laugh of fierce derision once again the phantoms 
fled ;
Once 8gain, without a shadow on the sands the moonlight
lay,
And the w hite smoke curling through it drifted slowly down
the bay !
“ God preserve us !” said the captain, “ never mortal fees 
were there,
They have vanished with their leader, Prince and Power of 
the A ir!
Lay aside your useless weapons, skill and prowess nought
avail;
Thty who do the devil’s service, wear their master’s coat 
of mail I”
So the night grew near to cock-crow, when again a warn­
ing call
Roused the score of weary soldiers watching round the 
dusky hall ;
And they looked to flint and priming, and they longed for 
break of day ;
But the captain closed his Bible : “  Let us cease from man, 
and pray !”
To the men who went before us, all the Unseen Powers 
seemed near,
And their stesdfast strength of courage struck its roots in 
holy feur.
Every hand forsook the musket, every head was bowed 
and bare,
Every stout knee pressed the flagstones as the captain led
in prayer.
Ceased thereat the mystic marching of the spectres round 
the wall.
But a sound, abhored, unearthly, smote the ears and hearts
of I be appropriated, than this peaceful an^
Howls of rage and ihriekj of anguUh f Never after mortal graduil extinction of slavery, State by 
n'"n State. They constitute a resource fully ad-
Saw the ghostly leaguer, marching round the blockhouse of e^uajc reInove the great evil from OUr 
Cape Ann- i land, without imposing a tax, or occasioning
So to o . who walk io Summer through the cool and aea a loss, which its poorest inhabitant Would 
bi. wn town, feel. Unless appropriated to this patriotic
From the cbiiddood of its people comes the solemn legend ’ enterprise, they will be frittered away 
down. UpOn speculating railway companies, or upon
Not in rain the ancient fiction, in whose moral live! the objects of a local character, in the new 
youth, 1 — 1 m • —
And the fitness and the freshness of an undecaylng truth.
for it is assumed that the every alternate 
section reserved by the government, in con­
ceding these donations, will produce as much 
money as both the sections without the rail­
way. Thus, no honest and useful railway 
enterprize in the new States would necessa­
rily be deprived of any legitimate aid by 
the plan proposed.
The Federal Congress would not in the 
slightest degree transcend its legitimate pre­
rogatives nor impinge upon the sovereignty 
of any Southern State, by making this gen­
erous offer of compensation whenever it 
might be disposed to emancipate its slaves. 
Such an offer would not impair its right to 
retair or abolish slavery a t its own will.— 
Should it prefer, on due consideration, to 
put an end to the system, it would perform 
in and by itself every act of legislation nec- 
ersary to effect that object. I t  would dis­
tribute the money received from the nation­
al treasury among its slaveholders in its own 
officers.
Suppose that $250 per slave should be 
the average compensation allowed to every 
Southern State for emancipation, it would 
require the income from the public lands for 
nearly three years to pay Maryland for 
manumitting all her slaves. In  case she 
should follow the example of Missouri at an 
interval of only a year, about $15,000,000 
over and above the revenue from the nation­
al domain, in that space, would have to be 
raised for her. I f  the current expenditures 
of the government were properly economized 
a sum equal to this balance, might be saved 
from the other sources of revenue. I f  the 
annual expenses of the government were 
limited to $60,000,000, a surplus averaging 
§20,000,000 a year might be realized, up to 
the end of the century, from customs and 
duties alone. This surplus might be loaned 
to the Emancipation Fund from Public 
Lands, should it be needed in any year, to 
pay off such a state as Virginia. Thus it 
might be seldom, if ever, necessary for the 
nation to borrow money for carrying on this 
great work of gradually extinguishing slav­
ery. Even in case of such a necessity, it 
would greatly elevate political morality anil 
promote national economy and virtue, even 
to be in debt, or under the necessity of sav­
ing money, for some grand reproductive en­
terprise.
The Free States can afford to be not only 
just but generous to the South ; their com­
mercial, religious and political partnership 
with it in sustaining slavery having been 
most intimate and extensive. They have 
had the handling of all the great staples of 
the South. Cotton, rice and tobacco have 
constituted their currency in trading witli 
Europe. In this they have mostly paid for 
their importations of foreign goods, which 
they have again sold to the South; thus 
making large profits from their various tran- 
actions in slave-labor produce. They have 
doubtless realized more than half the wealth 
that sinews bought and sold have ever earned 
in America. They would, with the same 
ertainty, share equally with the South in 
all the increased wealth and prosperity 
.vhich emancipation would bring to that sec­
tion of The Union.
Compensated Emancipation is the only 
way by which slavery can be abolished, 
ithout entailing upon the North an incal­
culable pecuniary loss. There is a great 
number of persons, of great intelligence and 
influence, who think the restriction of slave­
ry to its present limits would grow into 
compression, and compression produce ple­
thora, and plethora work out the death of 
the system. Or, in other words, the number 
of slaves would so increase in the cud, that 
they would become valueless for want of in­
creased area on which to spread them.— 
This result, if possible, must be very dis­
tant ; for there is room enough within the 
present boundaries of slave territory for f i f ­
teen millions of slaves, with as many of them 
to the square mile as in South Carolina.— 
But remote or near, this anticipated result 
of restriction involves the absolute certainty 
of a long, and complete financial break­
down in the Southern States. Those enter­
taining this idea must suppose that the whole 
pecuniary value of the slaves would be de­
stroyed ; that the planters and farmers of 
the South would have nothing hut their ex­
hausted lands, and accumulated debts with 
which to commence the system of free la­
bor. How would they pay for that labor, 
black or white? W hat would become of 
the African population released from bond­
age under such circumstances ? Those who 
owned the land would have no capital where­
with to pay them wages, aad without work­
ing for wages how could they feed, clothe 
and shelter their families, and in the end 
buy land for themselves? And who could 
measure the damage which the North would 
incur from such a condition of things, even 
for five years in the Southern States ?
The dissolution of the Union, that des­
perate and fearful method of abolishing sla­
very, which a few persons of acknowledged 
talent and personal v. orth recommend, would 
be ten times more disastrous to the Free 
States than the result of compression and 
plethora. It involves a terrible and bloody 
struggle between the slaves and whites, in 
which the latter are to be overpowered, and 
mostly exterminated, if  tho self-freed blacks 
are to remain in the South as conquorers of 
the soil as well as their former masters. If 
we had the heart only to estimate the pecu­
niary bearings of such an event, who could 
estimate the calamity of such a revolution 
to the North ? But suppose that the victo­
rious millions of negroes should not proceed 
to such extremities, but merely fight their 
way across Mason and Dixon’s Line, and 
distribute themselves equally among the 
Free States, detailing to each 200,000.— 
What welcome would Illinois, with its 
‘ Black Law,’ give to the quota of this col­
ored population assigned to her ? W hat 
would liberty-loving Massachusetts say to 
the ingress into her borders even of 100,- 
000 of this great Israelitish army from the 
land of bondage ?
The peaceful extinction of slavery by 
Compensated Emancipation, is the only mode 
by which it can te  effected in harmony with
The New York Sunday Dispatch gives the 
following funny account of •> How a colored 
speaker shirked the question”:—
“ In one of the smaller cities of Massachu­
setts, the colored population held meetings 
to discuss the propriety of celebrating the 
anniversary of West India emancipation, 
August 1. At one of these meetings a very 
conservative gentleman was exceedingly sur­
prised to see some “ fair sex ” rising and tak­
ing part in the discussion. After two or 
three of the sisters had “ freed dar mines’ 
on matters under debate, he sprung up in a 
greatly excited state, and addressed the au­
dience—“ Feller citizens ! E f i’d a sposed 
dat the ladies wood be p’mitted to take part 
in disyere discussion— (sensation)—ef I ’d a 
node ’at the ladie3 could jine in dis yere de­
bate—(all eyes turned on the speaker)—ef 
I’d beleeved for one moment, feller citizens, 
dat the female sect wood dar raise deir woice 
in dis yer meetin,’ I ’d—feller citizens— 
(“ W ot wood you’ve a did, ef you’ node 
it? ” shouted two or three of the strong- 
minded sisters, as the whites of their eyes 
flashed on the speaker)— I ’d— (scratching 
his wool)7’<Z brung my wife along wid me!" 
Here the discomfitted orator dropped in his 
seat, completely exhausted.”
Mr. Skinflint’s Goodness.—When Mr. 
Skinflint, of Beanville, died, there was quite 
a sensation in town about it. The bell was 
tolled, and the only flag in town—that which 
belonged to the tavern—was hung union 
down for twenty-four hours. His praise was 
in every one’s mouth, though why they prais­
ed him none could say, except that he was 
worth a great deal of money. This was be­
fore Mrs. Partington moved from Beanville. 
1 We have lost a great man ma’am,’ said the 
minister, calling upen her; ‘ so portly, so 
public spirited, so—so—rich.’ • Ah, yes,’ 
responded the estimable dame, with a tear of 
regret in her eye, ‘ his goodness was past 
finding out—it was,’ said she, raising her 
hand, as if beckoning down a large word, by 
which to express herself loudly ; ‘ it was in­
finitesimal, and his right hand never knew 
what his loft hand did, nor anybody else, for 
that matter. He was such an excellent man.’ 
The minister coughed at the infinitesimal 
goodness, but he saw how kindly it was in 
tended, and said nothing.— Boston Gazette.
P unctuation P oints,—The points now 
used in punctuation were introduced into 
writing gradually, sometime after the inven­
tion of printing. The Greeks had none, 
aud there was no space between their words. 
The Romans put a kind of division between 
their words, thus— Publius.Scipio.Africanus.
Up to the end of the fifteenth century, 
only the period, colon and comma had been 
introduced. The latter came into use latest, 
and was only a perpendicular figure or line 
proportionate to the size of the letter. To 
Aldus Manuitus, an eminent printer in 
1790, we are indebted for the present form 
of the comma. He also laid down rules 
now observed in regard to their use. The 
note of interrogation and exclamation were 
uot added till some years later, and it is not 
known by whom.
Inverted mammas (“) were first used by 
Mons. Gillemont, a French printer and were 
intended by him to supersede the use ol 
Italic letters; and the French printers now 
call them by that name. But they have 
lately been used by English printers to de­
note quoted matter. Iu p Loudon book— 
The A rt of English Poetry—printed in 
1807, it appears that the present mode of 
denoting quoted matter is of late origin, as 
such matter is therein denoted by being set 
in Italic. It is not known by whom the 
apostrophe and dash were invented.— N, Y. 
Evening Post.
Letting H imself Down.—The Springfield 
Republican relates that a Hibernian of more 
zeal than discretion, who is employed at the 
Hampden House in that city, having been 
sent into the upper story of the house for an 
article needed ih the kitchen, concluded that 
the quickest and easiest way would by to go 
down upon the ‘ dumb waite ’ with it. Un­
fortunately for his little scheme Patrick 
found, after getting upon the top of the 
•dummy’ thet the ropes were out of order 
and wouldn’t work. In this dilemma, and 
still standing on the top of the dummy, he 
untied the rope above his head, and as a 
matter of sourse, was immediately precipi­
tated with great violence down a distance of 
four stories, ‘ barking ’ his person in several 
places. He remarked upon being liberated,
• shure he was nearly kilt, entirely,’ and fur­
thermore, forswore all dumb waiters from 
that time forth. His escape from serious 
injury was wonderful.
Unruly Lawyers sent to J ail bv an Indig­
nant Court.—Judge Claggett, of the first Ju­
dicial District in Iowa, made a rule that lawyers 
who had cases in court, should not leave with­
out notice. This did not please them. And to 
put his Honor out of countenance they would 
get up, one after another, and say with long 
faces and juvenile accent, ‘please, thir, may I 
go out?’ ilis Honor bore thia as long as he 
could, when he had them all put in jail. The 
Burlington Hawkeye says that • no public edi­
fice, not excepting the penitentiary, ever con­
tained so much latent rascality as the Madison 
jail, when filled with the lawyers of tho district’’
A raw Irishman, on his first sight of a loco 
inative, declared it Wits the devil. ‘ No,’ said 
his conipauion, ‘ it's only a steamboat hunting 
fur wather.’
‘ What do cats have,’ said our friend Guy, 
who by the way has quite a taste fur natural 
history—‘ what do cats have that no other ani­
mal possesses?’ Being inveterate haters of the 
feline race, we contemptuously told him we did 
not know, when ho maliciously winked at us 
and softly whispered, ‘ kittens !’
Brigham Young has only sixteen wives nt 
present. In consequence of the hard times, he 
seems, like the Chicago papers, to have dropped 
off a column or s o —Boston Bee.
C E B E D O .
We are afraid that even among persons so 
well informed as the readers of the Advertiser, 
there may be those so ignorant of geograpoy 
that they do not know where, or even what, 
Ceredo is. To such persons we are to say that 
it is not ‘ a high mountain in Thessaly,’ nor a 
lost river in Africa. It is not the ancient city 
of Caeres which befriended zEaeas when he ar­
rived in Italy ; it is, on the other hand, perhaps 
the newest city in America. The first number 
of the Ceredo Crescent, which lies before us, a 
wWPpiint'ed weekly newspaper, was published 
on' the twenty-fourth of October last. We be­
lieve the city nt that period was about three 
weeks old. The circulation of this paper, as 
the third number informs us, is now about 
seven hundred and fifty copies. _ Its advertise­
ments show the rapid intioduction of the me 
ohanic arts, and of the different mercantile oc­
cupations, into the town. _
This city of Ceredo is situated in Wayne 
County, Virginia, on the Ohio River. It is in 
the very region which so constantly interested 
General Washington from the beginning to the 
end of his life; in which indeed ho held large 
grants of land. Wayne county itself has but 
recently been set off from Cabell county, which 
lies east of it. It is bounded on the west by 
the Big Sandy River, which separates it from 
Kentucky. The new town Ironts the Ohio Kiv- 
er, at the extreme southern bend of that stream, 
a few miles only from the line of Kentucky.-. 
Behind it open the valleys of the Iwelve Po e 
Creek, and of the Sandy and Guyandotte Rivers. 
Durin" these periods, when the waters ot the 
•Oiio are low, it is about the head of practica­
ble navigation. It is at the centre of the popu- 
latio of the United States, it is at the part ot 
the Ohio River at which tho great Virginian 
system of internal impruvement is aiming, and 
may claim therefore with color to be regarded 
as a central point in the commercial operations 
of the East and West.
It is a remarkable fact which illustrates com­
pletely the operation of the system cl slavery, 
—a system which is in itself essentially agri­
cultural,—that on the lelt bank uf the Ohio, 
from Wheeling to Louisville, there is not a large 
town; while the opposite shore, with leas reasons 
for the establishment of depots, shows such 
points as Murietta, Burlington, Portsmouth and 
Cincinnati. It would appear essential that 
there should be some depot by which the re­
gions west of the Alleghany range should take 
advantage of the navigation of the river, and at 
tne same time establish manufactures for the 
supply of those mechanical products of which 
nverv region stands in need. The construction 
of the great works which connect the va.ley ot 
ihe Potomac and James river on the Last with 
the Ohio on the West, have been materially re­
tarded from the fact there was no especial point 
with which they were to communicate. 4h«y 
began at large cities upon the eastward, but 
their western stations were to be created y 
themselves. - ,
As is well known, the western slopes ot the 
Alltghanies abound in the best of coal, in iron 
,ire, in forests of unused timber. Their vallies 
have a rich soil, precisely adapted to the culture 
of wheat; so that the statement is undoubtedly 
true that any single State between the Alleghe­
nies and the Mississippi north of the southern 
line of Tennessee, could without difficulty, sup­
ply this whole nation with its breadstuBs. 
Such is the region, of which the Southern sec­
tion, under a social system which necessarily 
scatters all its inhabitants, is left with Louis­
ville as its only considerable town upon naviga­
ble waters, in a distance of more than two 
thousand miles. . ,
The new town of Ceredo grows up in the 
midst of this region, about half wav between 
Wheeling and Louisville. It owes ltd birth to 
thesa-acity or lion. Eli Thayer, of this btate, 
the fi.under of Kansas. This gentlemans 
studies of emigration showed him that to over­
come the antipathy which skilled industry al 
ways shows to any settlement in regions which 
ire even nominally under slave institutions, it  
was necessary to unite a considerable body o 
emigrants, that they might give each other coun­
tenance and support. He knew, as every states 
man knows, that in Western Virginia, the edu­
cated mechanics of New England and Ohio 
would not really meet the inconveniences ot liie 
,n slave States. In fact, there are scarcely any 
-laves there, and but few while pe.»ple- Ibis 
whole Wavne county, consisting ot doU square 
miles,- about half the size of Worcester coun­
ty .-had  not 5000 inhabitants all when 
Ceredo was founded, und of these, in 18o0, only 
180 were slaves. ,
Mr. Thayer, and the gentlemen who acted 
with him, of whom several were Virginian land- 
owners, selected duiing the past summer a prop­
er site, in the midst ol this desert country, fur 
a manufacturing town. Meaning to make it 
the entrepot of a great agricultural, or bread­
growing district, they called it Ceredo,, in mturn 
orv of the goddess Ceres. Acting promptly on 
\lr Thayer’s central maxim that steam engines 
are the most effective of settlers they contract­
ed for steam engines, for mills of difierent sorts, 
made arrangements lor a good landing for steam 
boats, put to work nearly a hundred men in building and were thus able to give assurance 
to persons eager to settle in Virginia, ‘hat ^ere  
was a real beginning made there of a tbriv n 
town. The Crescent thus describes the poiut 
which they selected .
“ The site on which Ceredo is being built is 
one of the finest on the river. It is sufficiently 
elevated to secure it from Ireshets, and is a grad­
ual descent from tho hills, half a mile, to the 
river Our new office is situated about live 
squares from the bank, and from the windows 
commands a beautiful view of the river up and 
down for several miles. The old dwelling houses 
which have been moved on, and the new. one. 
which have been erected, already make it at- 
tractive to the passengers on the river boats.
The beginning thus made, it we can ng‘> *J 
judge from this journal, has been followed up 
w.ti. spirit. That paper re®°^ dsjj*'? “I  y’tLb 
emigrants from every part of the tinted butte . 
The''Ohio steamboats make landings there, tbe 
neighboring farmers begin to make a m. r 
here. The Ceredo Land Company is of coarse 
glad to extend every lacility to those who come, 
2nd the fact that they come in Cu“,Pa" ,e9 
point, where they are sure they are not to he 
left alone, is enough to redeem the place from 
the disrepute which hangs around a mere papu
‘“Ta'another column we copy from fie Crescent 
directions for emigrants thither At l <e 
cut moment, when thousands ot skilful men are 
out of employ in our working towns, is there- 
any better prospect open than those young men wifi have, wPhu Pwi.i agree together io try Wes 
era Virginia and its new workshop? A dozen 
such men could send ua a pioneer to reportto 
to them, and if his report proved favorable, 
could readily remove from this region of no 
work, high prices, and hard winter, to tha of 
active life, cheap bread and no winter, at the 
expenditure of a few dollars, which would take 
the,a hut a few days Irorn their Iriends.-Bos- 
tun Ado.
Alto. Captain Thomas H. Lawrence, of New 
Bedford, whence he had sailed furty-threo days 
before. The men of the said boats, numbering 
in all eighteen, having been taken on board, ex­
hausted from fatigue, were provided with food 
and clothing; and seeing the despair of the cap­
tain on account of the loss of his family and 
his vessel in the midst of the sea, I resolved at 
any hazard to go iu quest of them.
The stormy weather, the foreign idiom of the 
captgin—which did not permit me to understand 
the direction where the barque might be found 
—tbe time which had passed since they had 
lost sight of their ship, and my own obligations 
to continue my course, after having experienced 
thirty-three days of bad weather—all these 
powerful reasons did not induce me to give up 
my resolution of aiding those unfortunate men, 
and consoling them in their affliction; and, trust­
ing to Providence and my good cause, I steered 
to the north.
We passed the day without perceiving any 
vessel, und the night overtaking us without our 
having attained our purpose, we passed it with 
the utmost vigilance, the captain being in an 
extraordinary state of prostration and anxiety, 
which increased my determination to continue 
my enterprise. The dawn of the 23d came on. 
and my vigilance was redoubled. At 10 A. M. 
the watch at the masthead descried a sail, bear­
ing north-narthwest. I immediately stood for 
it. and, with a freshening wind, at 11 o’clock I 
distinguished a bark.
I induced the captain to go aloft, encouraging 
and trying to console him in every possible man­
ner, to see whether he could make her o u t; and 
at half past 11 God had crowned my undertak­
ing and fulfilled my wish—it was the barque 
Alto. The transports of Captain Lawrence 
were unbounded ; he embraced me, and offered 
me a large amount of money, when he should 
get on board, which I refused, for I would nut 
crown my act by accepting money.
When a short distance from her, I lowered 
the boats, and carried the crew and their cap­
tain to the bark, where, in fact, I found a pour 
young lady, with a babe in her arms, breath­
less, and in the greatest agony.
The captain, after the first effusions of his 
j >y, repeated his offers, insisting upon my ac­
cepting them, hut which I refused as before, 
-md having received the benedictions of all on 
board, I returned to my ship to continue my 
voyage.
A corresdondent of the Ellsworth Ametican 
relates that a daughter of Capt. Blodgett, ol 
Brooksville, lost her speech two years since.— 
Her lather had consulted the Dhysieians in the 
vicinity, taken her to Rockland, Portland and 
Boston, meeting with no success. Eirly in the 
present fall he placed her in the hands of P. P. 
Quimby, of Belfast, the noted mesineriser, when 
strange to tell, in a few days, without the aid of 
medicine, but simply hy the power ol will, her 
speech was restored full, clear aud nearly as 
strong as ever.
The store of Mr. Warren Brown, of Eastport 
was entered through a window on Munday night 
last, and a considerable quantity of goods 
stolen. George Wilson was arrested for the thief 
and a large part of the propercy taken was found 
in his possession. The stores of Meesrs, Pea­
body & Cummings, and Bowman & Son, in the 
same town, were entered on Tuesday night, and 
an unknown amount of goods carried off.
Singular Outrage and Robbery. An outrage 
and robbery of a most singular nature took 
place early las’, evening on Charlestown bridge , 
as we learn from the gentleman who discovered 
and released the robbed man. It seems that as 
our informant was coming from Chalestown, he 
discovered a young man tied to the bridge, and 
upon approaching him, observed that he was de­
cidedly bewildered as if laboring under the in­
fluence of chloroform. With considerable diffi 
culty our informant learned that his name was 
Donnelly or Donaldson, and that he had been 
attacked by three men, one of whom put his 
hand over his mouth, while the two others rob- 
hed him of a revolver and a wallet containing 
from $15 to $20. No violence, other than fast­
ening him to the bridge was offered him, as he 
stated to our informant, who assisted hiui'to his 
hoarding house. 2G Green street, where he left 
him, before he had fully recovered from bis be­
wilderment.— Boston Jour.
Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, in a recent speech, 
said : ‘The American party cann it be thought 
other than a temporary organization, somewhat 
like Betty Wiggle's pig .
‘ When it lived, it lived in clover i 
When it died, it died all over.’
The Lady Franklin Arctic Expedition.— 
L idy Franklin’s Arctic Expedition was at Lively, 
Greenland, on the 4th of August. A letter 
from Capt. McClintock to Lady Franklin repre 
cents the crew to he well, zealous and cheerful, 
with the exception of one man, whom lie was 
about to send home in the Danish ship Peru, 
ihe same that picked up Dr. Kane and his crew 
at Upernavick in 1855, and took them to Disco. 
Cupt. McClintock had also the assistance of a 
native pilot, a brother of Hans, the Esquimaux 
who was so useful to Kane, and who absconded 
so romantically from him. Capt. McClintock 
intended to go to Pond’s Bay, and gather what 
information lie could of the Franklin Expedition, 
and then proceed to Proven aud Upernavick for 
dogs to draw the sledges.
Enforcing the Law.—We learn from the Gar 
diner Journal that a determined effort is making 
hy the temperance men of that city to lessen 
the number of liquor shops, hy enforcing some 
of the provisions of tiio present license law.— 
Frederic Allen, Esq., is the owner of a building 
which isoccui-ied as a wholesale liquor store hy 
a Mr. Golder without any license Irum tho city 
authorities. Mr. Allen has been waited upon 
hy a committee and requested to disposses tbe 
occupant. He promptly responded to the re 
quest hy notifying the liquor seller that his 
lease was annulled and requiting!) in to quit the 
premises forthwith. We would recommend a 
similar course in regard to the occupancy ol 
buildings in til’s city for the same illegal pur­
pose.— Gospel Banner.
Soon or late to all our dwelling! come tbe apectrea of the 
mind, t
Doubt! and fean, and dread foreboding*, io tbe darkneaa 
dlm-deflsod;
lion, increasing its capacity to carry on the thoge objectg a ,)d interestg -houlJ
the enterprise of general emancipation be gQ d(Jar tQ t|le heart of an American
There is no object more national, patriot- c h r is t ia n  an d  p a t r io t  E  B
ic, or politic, to which the public lands could
The Revolt in India.— In the course of a re­
cant sermon, the Rev. A. I. Ritchie of Dundee, 
Scotland, mentioned, as illustrations of the ex­
tent of the bereavements caused by the Indian 
mutiny, that a gentleman in that county had 
lost twenty-two relatives in India within six 
weeks ; and that out of thirteen of a family 
paity which met last year in St. Andrews, only 
one is now living, twelve having gone out to 
India and fallen victims to tho mutiny.
States and Territories.
Even in thus appropriating the public do­
main to the emancipation of the slaves, it 
would not be absolutely necessary to with­
‘ An alarming spectacle,” says the New York 
Times, to see a siurdy fellow, with a cigar in 
his mouth which cost us much as n loaf of bread, 
fullowiug it band of ntusie und Carrying a ban-
hold judicious grants to railway companies; juer with the inscription, “ Bread or Work.”
Girls, never run away from your parents till 
you are sure the young man elop id with won't 
run away from you. This advice is worth a 
year’s subscription, but we will give it gratis.
The editor of tho Eastport Sentinel has a cab­
bage head which w“ighs 24 1-2 lbs. It is his 
own he id it having been presented to him by 
Mr, U. S. Treat.
Suggestive.—Sara, why don’t you talk to 
your master, and tell him to lay up treasure in 
heaven ?’
‘ What’s de use of his layin’ up his treasure 
dare? Ju.e ueber see urn again.’
Remit in Rum.—A man, we are sorry to say 
it was a Providence man,' having occasion to re­
ceive a small sum from a correspondent in anoth­
er city, gave the following very imporper direc­
tion : “  As all property is unsafe and the ex­
changes are so shockingly deranged, you may 
remit the balance in rum.—Providence Journal.
T h e B o m a n ce  o f  th e  S ea .
The Secretary of State at Madril has comrou- 
nicaied w the Mini.-ier Plenipotentiary of the 
United States in Spain the following declaration, 
transmitted through the Minister of Morine, 
and mode before the Captain of the Port ut Tar­
ragona, by D. Jose Bosch, captain of the Span­
ish brig Jaeinta :
“  On the 22J of July last, nt 7 o’clock in the 
morning, in north latitude 37 deg. 8 min. und 
west longitude 34 deg. 30 min., being buund for 
Spain from New Orleans alter being out thirty- 
three days. 1 perceived a boat with people who 
were waving a white handkerchief, and pulling 
in the direction of my brig. Believing they 
wero shipwrecked, I instantly gave orders to 
bear down to them, arid, being side by side, 
they told me that two days before, being out in 
pursuit of a whale, they had left behind the 
wife of the captain, who was the men that was 
speaking to me, adding that she was in an in­
teresting position, having with her besides a lit­
tle boy and two other persons.
A little further north I perceived two other 
bouts, all belonging to the American barque
Poison from P ipes,—The Paris correspondent 
of the New York Times relates the following :—
“ An American gentleman living in this city 
efiue near losing his life lately, by a method 
that ought to be mode puclic. His heaUh laid 
been declining for several months, commencing 
with his arrival in Paris, without his having 
been able to discover the cause. Al last Cite 
physicians thought they perceived in his con­
dition symptoms of poisioning by ursenic. An 
investigation in this sense was made, and it was 
found in effect tliut his declining health was due 
to arsenic. The gentleman was in the habit ul 
consuming largely the cheap white clay pipes, 
not as a matter of economy, but by fantasy — 
These pipes in Paris are rendered white and 
smooth by arsenic ; and as arsenic is a very Vol­
atile substance under the influence of heat, the 
poor, who use these pipes mostly, do nut per­
ceptibly suffer, since a day’s use drives off all 
tbe ursenic, and they are not frequently renewed 
But our friend renewed his pipes every day, and 
about the time he had ahsurbed all the poison­
ous material of one pipe, he took up another to 
repeat the same operation, and thus he hud lit­
erally filled his system with the poison.”
How Coal is Bought and S ild in London.— 
In the city uf London coal is sent to the con­
sumers in sacks containing one hundred pounds 
each. These are loaded on large carta, drawn 
by enormous horses with scales and weights to 
each cart, and, if desired by the purchaser, the 
s ick is weighed by the driver. When the hon 
es y of the coal merchant and the integrity of 
the driver is well established, the weighing ol 
the sack is seldom required. And in tbe pur 
chase of a cart-load ol sacks, some three or four 
of them, taken promiscuously, ure cested hy me 
scales, and if found correct, the weighing ol 
the remainder of the load is dispensed with.— 
This mode of buying and selling cuul is the re­
sult of many years’ experience in the vust city 
of London.
A Candid Deacon. Deacon M was an hon­
est old codger, a kind, obliging neighbor, and a 
good chureh-going Christian, believing in the 
Presbyterian creed to the fullest extent; but 
alack-a-day! this pillar of the church was, at 
times, a little “ shaky”—in fact, the deacon 
would, occasionally, get exceedingly ‘‘ mellow;” 
and almost every Sunday at dinner he would in­
dulge iu his favorite cider-brandy to such an ex­
tent that i t  was with some difficulty he reached 
his pew, which was in the broad aisle, near the 
pulpit, and between the minister’s and the vil­
lage ’squire’s, One Sunday morning the par­
son told his flock that he should preach a ser-< 
mon to them in the afternoon, touching many 
glaring sins thst he grieved to see so conspicu­
ous among them ; and that he hoped that they 
would listen attentively, and not flinch if he 
should happen to be severe. The afternoon 
came, and the house was full. Everybody 
turned out to hear their neighbors ‘‘ dressed 
down ” by the minister, who. after well opening 
his sermon, commenced upon the transgressors 
in a loud ’oice, with the question—“ Where is 
the drunkard ?”  A solemn pause succeeded this 
inquiry ; when up rose Deacon M., with his face 
radiant from copious draughts of his favorite 
drink at his noontide meal, and steadying hiin- 
silf as well as he could by the pew-rail, fookrd 
up to the parson and replied, in a piping and 
tremulous voice—“ Here Iain .” Of course, a 
consternation amongst the congregation was the 
result of the honest d-acon’s response ; how­
ever, the parson went on with his remarks as he 
had written them, commenting Beverely upon 
the drunkard, and winding up by warning him 
to forsake at once such evil habits if he would 
seek salvation and flee the coming wrath. The 
deacon then made a bow and seated himself 
again. “ And now,” out spoke the prcacher- 
man in his loudest toneB, “  where is the hypo­
crite?” A pause—but no one responded — 
Fives were turned upon this aud that man ; but 
the most glances se suied directed to the 'sqnire’s 
pew, and indeed the parson seemed to squint 
hard in that direction. The deacon saw wnere 
the shaft was leveled, or where it should be 
aimed, and rising once more leaned over his 
pew rail to the ’squire, whom he tapped on the 
shoulder, and thus addressed :—“ Come, ’squire, 
why don'tyou gat up; I did, when lie called on 
me.” —Post.
Tas Love of Home.—It is only shallow-mind­
ed pretenders who make either distinguished 
urigin a matter of personal merit, or obscure 
origin a matter of personal reproach. A man 
who is not ashamed of himself need not be 
ashamed of his early condition. It did happen 
to me to he born in a log cabin, raised among 
the snow-drilts of New Hampshire, nt a perioc 
so early that when the smoke first rose from iti 
rude chimney und curled over the frozen hills 
there was no similar evidence of white wan’i 
habitation between it and the settlements on tL< 
rivers of Canada. Its remains still exist; 1 
make it an annual visit. 1 carry my childret 
to it, and teach them the hardships endured bj 
the generations before them.
I love to dwell on the tender recollections, the 
kindred ties, the early affections, and the nar­
rations and incidents which mingle with all 1 
know of this primitive family abode ; I weep to 
think that none of those who inhabited it are 
now amongst the living ; and if ever I fail ic 
affectionate veneration for him who raised it, anc 
defended it against savage violence and destruc­
tion, cherished all domestic comforts beneatl 
its roof, and through the fire and blood of sevec 
years’ revolutionary war, shrunk from no toil, 
no sacrifice to save his country, und to raise his 
children to a condition better than his own, may 
my name and the name of ray posterity be blot­
ted from the memory of mankind.----Danie.
Webster.
More Cheerful.—The Pniladelpbia Inquire 
remarks:
“  The panic has done its worst We hnvi 
evidently passed ihe turning point, and free 
this moment a gradual und general improve 
ment may be safely and surely anticipated.-  
fhe newspapers from all the industrial district] 
announce-partial or entire resumption of activi 
operations by many of the factories which hai 
suspended. Merchants whu were temporarif 
eiubariussed, have re-commenced business, am 
a severe lesson of economy and prudence ha 
been taught, hy which the nation at large wil 
learn moderation, and derive a profit of incal 
eulable value in the future. We repeat—‘ i 
good time is coining.’ ”
A House Found Eiguteen Feet below thi 
Earth’s Surface.—During the excavation of i 
street in Evansville, Ind , last Tuesday, th 
workmen came across the remains of a cabi: 
eighteen feet bilow the surface of the earth.- 
I’iiis wonderful subterranean house was abou 
twelve feet in length, formed by upright | ost 
set in the ground, and boarded up with split oul 
puncheons, secured by wooden pins. The posts 
puncheons and pins were partially decayed, bu 
still stuck together. Within the Wall wer 
found portions of an old fashioned spinnin 
wheel, a wooden maul, several pairs of bunt 
and shoes, and the identical charred stick w-ojcl 
the former occupants of the house had used t- 
punch the fire with.— St. Louis Republican.
As Joe was walking up Washington strei 
yesterday with a ftiend who indulges prett 
freely iu the use of the weed, the latter remarl 
ed that he was almost roasted. “ No wonder, 
replied Joe, “ us you have been on the spit a 
the morning.’’—Boston Post.
The Bengal Sepovs.—An intelligent A 
can shipmaster, who has heen much in th« 
cutta trade, in a recent letter to a ftiend, 
a somewhat different view of the rebellion, 
that which is entertained hy many person] 
his opinion may possess some interest for 
eng -ged in the East India trade, as well 
the general reuders. He says, “ I look 
the mutiny as of very short duration, 
cunlined wholly to the company's soldi -n 
few of whom ure, in fact, natives of l>en< 
They are nearly all emigrants from Arabi 
other parts of Asia, and are mostly Mai 
tans und Hindoo Brahmins They were hr 
into Bengal by the East India Company i,fl 
as heweis ot wood and drawers of watt 
them The muss of the Hindoo population 
are us fifty to one of the Sepoys or so dien 
deadly enemies to them, und Would be gl 
see every one ol them put to death, ih  
poya have nothing to do with tilling the gr 
hut are a poor, miserable race of idle Io 
and with the force England has now o 
way, there will not be a Sepoy left alive 
the planting season arrives uexc spring. 
may be interrute.l for a short time, but I c. 
think the imeruptiun will last long. You 
think 1 take a wrong view of the matter, I. 
is my opinion, founded on much ohservati 
that country, und I always have more fui 
what I see myself, than iu what I hear frou 
era.”—Boston Traoelltr.
A grocer having mentioned to one of 1 
customeis that the suhmaiine iel-gra 
broken, she replied that if in the next t 
they should grease the catile with som< 
strong butter which she hod been using f 
time, she thought it would impart strei 
it. The grocer smiled faintly, out of i 
ment, but didu’t see the poiut of the jok
A Mr. John de la llaye ot Manchestei 
land, has taken nut a patent for suhu 
electric cables. He encloses the cutih 
“ soluble compound,” capable of tloulin 
a time on the water. He claims that tiv 
can tie paid out before it begins to sii 
that when it goes down it will be gradual 
cable would thus descend into the ocea 
z mtally, instead of perpendicularly. t 
mitiee of engineers was to examine io 
matter.
Honesty is a term formerly used in f ie  ease 
of U man Who paid for his newspaper and tha 
coat on bis buck. r
F R O M  E U R O P E . .
St. J ohns, N. F., Nov. 28. The Havre 
and Southampton steamship company’s 
Bteamer Fulton, Captain Wotton, arrived off 
Cape Race at about sunset last evening, and 
we are indebted to Capt. Wotton for a brief 
nummary of four days later intelligence from 
Europe.
The Fulton left Havre on Tuesday the 
17th, and Southampton on Wednesday the 
18th inst., at 3 P. M.
The Cunard steamship Europa from Bos­
ton via Halifax, Nov. 4, arrived at Liver­
pool on the 16th.
The financial advices brought by the Ful­
ton, although not so exciting as those of the 
Vanderbilt, four days previously, are never­
theless of absorbing interest. The good 
effects of the suspension by order of the 
Government of the Bank Charter Act, were 
■till showing themselves everywhere through­
out Great Britain.
The money market at London and at the 
other central points were firmer than at the 
sailing of the steamers Vanderbilt and 
Africa, on the 14th inst., and the demand 
for discount a t the Bank of England was 
less pressing.
The breadstuff's market at Liverpool, Lon­
don, and throughout England, continued ex­
ceedingly dull, and quite a panic had pre­
vailed. The prices were merely nominal 
even for choice qualities, whilst inferior was 
totally unsalable.
The Fulton has eighty-one passengers, 
$220,000 in specie, ten boxes valuables, and 
one hundred and fifty-six tuns of French 
goods on freight.
The Bank of France was about to extend 
its circulation a t the time of the departure 
of the Fulton.
The rate of discount at Hamburg had re- 
ceeded to 9 1-4 per cent.
The Wolverhampton and Staffordshire 
Bank has stopped payment, occasioning 
great excitement in Wolverhampton. The 
liabilities of the Bank are estimated at from 
£400,000 to £450,000.
There is nothing new from India. 
F R O M  C A L I F O R N I A .
A r r iv a l  o f  th e  D a n ie l  W e b s te r *
8 2 , 5 0 0 , 0 0 0  I N  G O L D .
T h u r sd a y  E v e n in g , D eo . 2 6 , 1 8 5 7 .
R E A D E R !
R eader, are you indebted for the Ga­
zette? I f  so, please make an effort, (if 
effort is needed) to cancel the same on or 
before the 25th of Dec. next, as by doing 
so you will save 25 per cent., on any amount 
due exceeding $1,50, and a t the same time 
permit us to continue to give you the 
Gazette a t the same low price as heretofore. 
Our terms are, you know, $1,50 in advance, 
$2,00 at the end of the year. *
C o m p en sa ted  E m a n c ip a tio n .
It is probable that nearly all of our readers 
have heard, within the past few months, some­
thing of a new proposed plan for abolishing 
slavery in the United States by a system of 
“ compensated emancipation,’’(although many 
of them, doubtless, have no very definite ideas 
with regard to the character or claims of this 
new movement. The idea of compensated 
emancipation is not new, but is now presented 
io a new aspect, as an embodied principle,—an 
organized, working force. The principal figure 
in this movement, and, we believe, its origina­
tor, is Elihu Burritt. In this reform, however, 
he has many co-workers, comprising some of 
the leading men of the country, and the move­
ment is extending its influence, and increasing 
the number of its advocates. The first move­
ment in the new dfevelopment ot the idea of 
compensated emancipation was the issuing of a 
call for the “  National Emancipation Conven­
tion ”  held at Cleveland, Ohio, in August last. 
This call was signed by over four hundred citi­
zens of various sections of the Union, and “ be. 
longing to different political parties.’’ Of the 
particular, measures adopted by the Cleveland 
Convention to perfect the organization of this 
movement and the working of the plan, we do 
Dot retain distinct impressions at this time. It 
is to the idea and general plan of this move­
ment that we wish to direct attention. This
idea and this plan is briefly and clearly set forth 
in tho tract upon the “ Equity and Expediency 
of Compensated Emancipation ” which we pub­
lish on the first page of our present issue.
We do not take our pen for the purpose of 
advocating this emancipation movement, buj 
with a desire to cast in our mite towards bring, 
ing its claims before our readers and before the 
country. If it has not claims to be adopted as 
the policy of the friends of free labor and national 
honor and prosperity everywhere, it does claim 
their investigation. It is an impoitant move­
ment; it presents many undeniable features of 
justico and expediency; it comes to us to be 
judged by its own merits,and is the vehicle of no 
' narrow prejudices or clique or party interests, 
j As such, it cannot be driven from the stage by 
| indifference and neglect, or viewed only through 
j the filmy eyes of prejudice and selfish political 
interest. Justice, candor, and a regard for the 
; good of our common country demand that this 
plan of Compensated Emancipation shall be 
calmly put into the scales, and there surely 
weighed in all its points, in view of justice, and 
fact, and reason, and expediency.
1 Slavery is the noxious worm that is eating 
away the very core of the republic. Slavery is 
the mildew which has blighted the fairest young 
tree in all the garden- of the nations. There 
can bo but one view of the result of this system. 
Slavery must cease from, the land, or the nation 
goes to its ruin. This is no political slang.— 
i Wo say it in no spirit of enmity to the slave- 
ridden South. It is but the inevitable result of 
the unswerving law of Nature and of God.— 
Slavery must cease; but when, and how?--
N ew Orleans, Nov. 28. Steamship 
Daniel Webster, from Havana 25th inst., 
arrived at this port to-day. She brings half 
a million in specie.
The steamer Northern Light left Havana 
for New York on the same day as the Dan­
iel Webster, with California dates to the 5th 
inst., and nearly $2,500,000 in specie.
The news of the loss of the Central 
America caused a feeling of gloom in San 
Francisco. The Courts adjourned and meet­
ings were held at which the Pacific Mail 
Steamship Company was denounced.
The supposed accounts of Indian depre­
dations in Carson valley were greatly exag­
gerated.
Further accounts from the Plains confirm 
the belief in the complicity of the Mormons 
in the late massacre of the emigrant train.
The papers say that an efficient army 
could be raised in California to proceed 
against the Mormons.
Mr. Harasphy, the late refiner a t the 
Mint, has been indicted for imbezzling $150,- 
000.
The news that Lather & Church’s drafts 
were protested in New York caused a run 
upon them, which compelled them to close. 
Several attachments have been put upon the 
house.
There was also a run upon Tallent & 
Wilde, and several other houses, but none of 
them closed.
A t the time the steamer sailed accounts 
from the mining districts were favorable.
The Markets were inactive, Haxall Flour 
selling at $20.
The ship Talisman, from'New York, has 
arrived at San Francisco.
LA TER  FROM CA LIFO RN IA . The new movement to which wo have referred
claims to answer this question. Slavery is, in 
a measure, a national evil, and, as a nation, we 
should be willing to unite for its removal. We 
should be willing to join the South in removing 
the hateful burden from its shoulders, and from 
■ our own. We should lend our e(Torts, and, if 
need be, make sacrifices, to brighten the tar­
nished surface of our national escutcheon. The 
Slave Power is insolent, exacting and tyranni­
cal in its domination. Tho few, blindly war- 
! ring against their own interests in their en- 
‘ cronchments upon the rights of the many, deny 
1 to tho latter what they insist upon for them­
selves. But the Slave Power is a fraction in 
the real strength of the nation, and for the 
.lethargic bone and sinew of the land—the 
sleeping forces of Freedom—there is to come a 
wakening, and a quickening into action. Let 
this action be considerate and calm. Let us 
have no insane cry about the “ dissolution of 
the Union,” —no mere vindictive execration of 
the slave-holders of the South, and hot-headed 
warring against them,—but let there be a calm, 
strung exercise of intelligent power, guided by 
| a firm regard for all our common interests.— ■ 
Slavery must not further encroach upon the 
rights of free labor, and upon the interests of 
our common country, but let the true freeman 
and the true patriot be ever ready to lend a 
common sympathy, a common regard, and a ! 
cheerful effort, for the interests of our whole 
country, to every honorable, just and expedient 
I measure for the peaceful extinction of Ameri- 
1 can slavery. If the new embodiment of the 
! idea of Compensated Emancipation is such a 
measure, let it 6tand and prosper; otherwise 
let it fall.
Fihe.—An alarm of fire occurred at about 
half past nine o’clock on Sunday evening, which 
set our church bells a-ringing and started our ! 
citizens into the streets, but which was followed J 
by no very serious consequences. Tho alarm ] 
was occasioned by the discovery of fire ip the 
building occupied as a shoo shop and sales-room 
by Messrs. Bills <fc True, at the North End, but 
the flames wero soon extinguished, without the 
aid of the engines. We believe that some damj 
age was done to the stock of the occupants, al­
though the loss was probably slight. Dirigo 
Engine Company had their machine promptly 
in motion towards, the scene of the fire, but pro­
ceeded no farther than Summer street, finding 
that their efforts would not be needed. Defi­
ance, No. 4. is located but a short distance from 
the building in which the fire occurred, and we 
believe it was not necessary to take the engine 
to the fire.
The fire is supposed to have taken from a 
match, thrown on the floor by Mr. Bills, who 
had entered the store a few minutes before the 
alarm, and lighted a lamp to procure some let­
ter paper. Mr. B. went out again immediate­
ly, thinking that he had extinguished the 
lighted match which ho used in lighting his 
lamp, but perhaps he failed to do 60, and thus 
the fire was communicated to lodsa paper or 
other combustible materiul upon the floor.
£g ' The Julien Burlesque Troupe, now play- 
iDg at Portland, are, as we learn by the papers, 
carrying it with a high handled off by the gen­
tlemanly and inimitable Skiff, playing nightly 
to ever increasing houses. They are looked lor 
this way as soon as their engagement at Port­
land shall terminate. And when will that be?
A r r iv a l  o f  th e  S te a m e r  N o r th e r n  L ig h t .
New York, Nov. 29. The mail steam­
ship Northern Light, from Aspinwall on the 
21st inrt., with 603 passengers, the usual 
California and Pacific mails, and $2,118,- 
672, including $366,000 for New Orleans, 
and $7000 for Havana, arrived at this port 
this evening.
The Northern Light, on the 6th inst,, 4 
A. M , off Cape Florida, passed th e ' U. S.
M. steamer Star of the West, for Aspin­
wall.
The most important item of news by this 
steamer is the display before the public of a 
large amount of evidence going to show that 
the party of 118 emigrants massacred in 
the southern part of Utah, while on their 
way to California (news of which occurrence 
was sent by the last mail), were murdered 
by Mormans.
Mr. George Powers met a party of Mor­
mons and Indians going towards a Mormon 
settlement from the scene of the massacre, 
and they had in their possession bundles of 
clothing and other articles, apparently the 
spoils of the murdered ; and the whole party 
appeared to be on very friendly terms with 
one another and all in high spirits.
Mr. Powers also states that, in San Ber­
nardino, he heard Capt. Hunt, a man 
of authority among the Mormons, say he 
“ was glad ot the massacre^ and believed the 
hand of the Lord was in it, whether done by 
red-skins or whites ”
A Mr. Abbott says five hundred emi­
grants have been killed this year on the 
road between Salt Lake City aud Cal­
ifornia, by the Indians and Mormons, but 
this estimate is much exaggerated.
There was a little brush of a fight be­
tween the settlers at Honey Lake Valley, 
east of the main divide of the Sierra Neva­
da, and the Indians, but peace has been re­
stored.
The newspapers contain reports of the dis­
covery of coal veins in Sonoma County, 
near Petaluma.
T h e C u rren cy .
Col. Benton has published a long letter 
reviewing the policy of General Jackson’s 
administration in reference to the currency, 
touching upon the present state of affairs, 
incidentally. He tests with masterly ability 
the Democratic doctrine of ’• hard money” 
by the bitter experience of the present crisis 
and its fearful results.
The policy of Gen. Jackson as stated by 
Col. Benton, was and is,
1st. To revive the gold currency by cor­
recting the erroneous standard of 1791.
2d. To create a demand for hard money 
by making it the exclusive currency of the 
Federal Treasury.
3d. To make sure of the hard money by 
keeping it in its own Treasuries.
4th. To suppress all paper currency un­
der twenty dollars, by a stamp duty.
5th. To wind up all defaulting Banks, 
by a bankrupt law against delinquents.
For the wisdom of the three first propo­
sitions the Colonel refers to experience, and 
claims that they have fully met the sanguine 
expectations of the democracy of Gen, 
Jackson’s day, while men of all parties are 
becoming more and more convinced of their 
soundness. The two last propositions he 
defends with great ability.
The Colonel estimates that the nation can 
now and a t any moment, bring into circula­
tion four or five times the amount of specie 
requisite for the wants ot the business com­
munity.
For the Gazette.
T h e  L a te  K n o tt  C rock ett.
This gentleman, whose decease has been so 
deeply and widely felt in this community, left 
by his Will $5000, to the Lime Rock Bank ol 
this city, whieh bequest has been the occasion 
for some newspaper comments not altogether 
just, ns lor instance in the “ Gospel Banner” 
of a recent date.
The idea of giving money to a Bank has been 
mentioned with ridicule and sarcasm, as if it 
were not a wise one, as if it were a species of 
wasteful and ridiculous ostentation, like gildiDg 
refined gold and painting the lily. For it is 
hinted that the Bank had money enough already 
and there were more deserving objects on which 
the Testator might have bestowed his bounty. 
But we think that when tho facts are known, 
and the circumstances under which Mr. Crock­
ett made this bequest and tho motives which 
led him to make it are understood, it will be 
found to reflect hor.or on his namo and bo men­
tioned to his credit.
The Lime Rock Bank of Rockland has been 
in operation for twenty-one years, and Mr. 
Crockett was its first and only President, down 
to tho day of his death. During that long 
period he was its chief executive officer and man­
ager. Its whole business was transacted under 
his immediate supervision and control. He was 
largely responsible for its condition. And it 
was his long experience, his business talents, 
his high character, his unsullied honor and strict 
integrity which contributed to tho successful ca­
reer and excellent credit of the Bank.
In all the stations held by him, as President 
of tho Lime Rock Insurance Company, (also 
from its organization down to bis death,) as the 
Mayor of our new city for the first two years, 
and in all other relations of life, be bad been 
confided in by all classes of people without re­
serve, and always had he been true to every duty 
and obligation. Tbo public felt this to be true 
and esteemed him accordingly.
Bnt when Mr. Crockett’s failing health ad­
monished him that he should set his house in 
order, and dispose of his property, he first pro­
vided for his relations, and then he reflected 
that the Banking Company which had so long 
honored him with its confidence, might possibly 
have suffered, or might in future suffer some 
tosses in consequence of bis remissness or neg­
lect of duty, (for it was natural to him to be 
indulgent, easy and accommodating,) therefore 
as a token of acknowledgement of tho confidence 
reposed in him of the honor conferred on him, 
and to cover every possible loss that the Bank 
might sustain through bis fault, be left it tho 
legacy of $5000. We submit that this act,— 
so spontaneous, done in the last hour as it were 
of life, where no loss was alleged as having oc­
curred through his Deglect, but only to provide 
against some contingency of tho kind,—was 
creditable to him in a very high degree, and was 
a new and shining proof of that nice senso of 
honor which characterized him through life.
Then, again, as to tho insinuation that a 
Bank is a rich institution, and that all the stock­
holders must also be rich men. It is obvious to 
all that a Bank is nothing of itself, aside from 
the men who own its capital and manage its con­
cerns. But they are not necessarily rich, Dor 
hardhearted, nor avaricious.
The Lime Rock Bank, for instance, has a 
capital stock of $100,000, divided into shares of 
$100 each. This capital is owned by one hun­
dred and fifty stockholders, and the largest 
amount held by any one person is twenty-nine 
shares, or less than $3000, Among these stock­
holders are twenty-three married women holding 
eighty-three shares in their own righ t; twenty- 
three widows and maidens holding one hundred 
and sixteen shares ; and seven minor children 
holding thirty-three shares ; making an aggre­
gate of 232 shares or about one quarter of the 
capital stock held by these classes of persons, 
who, in some instances have little other proper­
ty, beside many men who own but a share or 
two. The legacy of $5000 which Mr. Crockett 
left the Bank goes into its assets and belongs 
pro rata tc these 150 stockholders.
For our own part we think this bequest re­
flects the highest credit on the testator, and is 
worthy of imitation, in the principle it involves, 
in-the spirit which dictated it by all those who 
are called to hold responsible and delicate trust, 
like that of the President of a Banking institu­
tion.
All honor to the man who, in all his long life, 
never had a stain on his reputation, and who in 
the hour of death took such care to provide that 
no person should suffer harm or loss through 
any fault of his. J ustice.
Rockland Nov. 30th.
CZ7’ Nothwithstamling the stormy weath­
er of the past week, the two individuals, 
who, up to that time had responded to our 
call and paid for their papers have been in­
creased to a “ Corporal’s Guard” and we are 
so far encouraged as to hope that by the 
commencement of the New Year we shall 
be able to call the roll of at least two 
“ platoons,” (aside from the music.) Well, 
if it wasn't for hope something would break, 
and we aint sure hut it will as it is ; but if 
it does, you delinquents, just look out for .the 
pieces. *
Tuz “ Sanford ” Case.—Tho trial on tho 
ebarge of manslaughter against Messrs. T. B. 
and W. H. Sanford, owners of the steamer Meno- 
mon Sandford, was commenced in the Munici­
pal Court, in Boston, on Friday of last week.— 
The charge is negligence in not endeavoring to 
save the life of Mr. Allen Frazer of Orland, who 
fell overboard from the “ Sanford,” and was 
drowned, on the night of tho 19 th of Septem­
ber, of last year. Tho case was resumed on 
Saturday, and is continued into tho present 
week. There are a large number of witnesses 
on both sides. On Saturday, Edward W. Brown 
of Cambridge, Rev. H. W. Chamberlain of Can- 
ion, Daniel Hartwell, Daniel McFagan and Ben­
jamin Manning of East Boston, and John L. 
Martin, all testified that they were on board, 
that when the cry of “ man overboard ” was 
raised, the steam was shut off about five min­
utes, hut the boat did not stop and no effort was 
made to save him. In this case, Rufus Choate 
and E. D. Sohier appear for the defendants, and 
District Attorney Cooley and John W. May, 
for the government.
Private Lectures.—The members of the 
Young Men’s Forensic Union have established 
a series of 6emi-monthly private lectures, as a 
part of the exercises of their meetings, to be 
given by members of the Association. Tho 
first of those lectures was read od Saturday 
evening last, by O. G. Hall, and was listened to 
with attention by the Association, and ladies 
and gentlemen in attendance. His subject was 
“ The True Courage ”  and his treatment of tho 
topic appropriate and just. The second of these 
“ private lectures ” will be given by R. P. E. 
Timelier, Saturday evening Dec. 12th. We 
think this an admirable exercise to be introduced 
into such an association, and one which may 
confer benefit upon tho members and pleasure 
to their friends.
NEW  PUBLICATIONS.
The Atlantic Monthly.—The December 
number of the new monthly is on our table, | 
and, in our opinion, in every way meets the 
promise of its predecessor. In view of the 
merits of the two numbers already issued we 
think we may safely congratulate the public and 
ourselves upon the present value and prospec­
tive worth of-this new acquisition to the ranks ' 
of American periodical literature. The present 
number of the “ Atlantic” opens with the con­
clusion of the valuable paper entitled “ Floren­
tine Mosaics,” following which is a graphic and 
interesting account of the “ Battle of Lepanto,” 
and then u pretty poem entitled “ Wind and 
Stream.” “  Turkey Tracks,” the next article, 
is a very pleasant, well-written and entertaining 
sketch, and next in the list of contents comes a 
paper upon “ Robin Hood,” the “ bold outlaw 
of Barnsdalo and Sherwood.”  Then wo have 
“ The Ghost Redivivus,” a very pleasant ghost- 
story indeed ; then “ The Golden Mile-Stone,” 
a beautiful poem, in attributing which to Long­
fellow we in no wise risk the reputation ol a 
Yankee. Following this comes “ The Autociat 
of the Breakfast-Table,” whose fine sayings uro 
as good as those served up in tho previous num­
ber of the •’ Atlantic.” Next is a very able and 
interesting paper upon “ Thomas Carlyle;” 
then a charming story entitled “  The Button 
Rose;” next a paper upon “ Our Birds and their 
Ways,” followed by a good article on “ The 
Indian Revolt.”  “ Skipper Ireson's Ride,” 
which comes next, is a poem [by Whittier?) 
telling, with a fine mingling of humor aod pa­
thos, how ‘‘Old Floyd Ireson, for his hard heart,” 
was
‘‘Tarred and foalhered nnd carried in a carl 
By the women of Marblehead.”
The remaining articles are a paper on “ Soli­
tude and Society,” the continuation of “ Akin 
by Marriage,” a pungent, well-writteu and pow- 
ejful denunciation of tho sluvo power entitled 
“ Where will it End?” “ My Portrait Gal­
lery,” and “ Literary Notices.” Wo advise 
all our readers who have not examined the ^A t­
lantic" to do so, and all who have done so to buy 
it, at Spear's, Spofford Block.
Cosmopolitan Art J ournal.—We have re­
ceived the December number' of this valuable 
quarterly, which commences its second volume. 
The “ Art Journal ” is published for the sub­
scribers to the “ Cosmopolitan Art Association,” 
(whose prospectus may bo found in our adver­
tising columns.) and is an elegantquarto of more 
than fifty pages, exclusive of tho Supplement. 
The present number contains much valuable 
matter, and numerous engravings. Of the em­
bellishments, the fine engravings, “ Shake 
Hands,” and the “ Greek Slave ” are very valu­
able. The former is from a spirited painting by 
Mrs. Spencer, while the latter represents Pow­
ers' “ Greek Slave” as it now stands inthcDus- 
seldorf Gallery in Now York, anil is the best 
representation of this beautiful statuo we have 
ever seen. We advise all our readers to sub­
scribe to the “ Cosmopolitan ” for the present 
year, and secure, with the “ Art Journal,” a 
copy of the splendid engraving of “ Manifest 
Destiny ” and a certificate in the award of pre­
miums, which latter include the beautiful ‘Greek 
Slave,’ with three or four hundred valuable aud 
costly works in painting and sculpture. Sub­
scribers who prefer magazines to the Art Jour­
nal and engraving, may receive, for $3, a certifi­
cate in the award of premiums, and eithor of 
the three dollar magazines, including the A t­
lantic Monthly, Emerson and Putnam, Harper, 
Godcy, Graham, Knickerbocker. Blackwood, and 
tho British Quarterlies. Read the advertise­
ments of the Art Association, on tho third page 
of this paper.
Harper’s Monthly.—The December issue of i 
“ Harper" is an excellent number of this pop- ' 
' ular monthly. We have first in this number a 
very finely-illustrated “ Garland of American 
Poems,” followed by illustrated articles entitled] 
“ Madras in Pictures,” and “ The King Con-j 
quered.”  Tliackery’s new serial of the “ Yir- ] 
ginians ’’ is commenced in this number, and also 
“ Jack of All Trades, a Matter of Fact Ro-| 
mance,” by Charles Reade, tho popular author' 
of “ Never too Late to Mend.” Besides wlmt 
we have mentioned there is the usual amount, 
and variety of matter, together with three pages 
of humorous illustrations. Harper commences 
a new volume with this uumber. The Maga­
zine is always to he found at Spear’s.
The National Magazine.—We have received ■ 
the December number of this magazine. It is 
filled, as usual, with entertaining matter and 
flue engravings. The “  National”  is a valuable | 
publication, and we have expressed our good 
opinion of it heretofore. A new volume com­
mences in January, with increased excellencies. 
The subscription price is only $2,00 per year, 
and the Magazine is published at 200 Mulberry 
Street, New York, byGarlton it Porter. Single ; 
numbers may be had at Spear’s.
The December number of Emerson & Put­
nam’s magazine has not been received. Will 
the publishers please forward it.
The Ladies connected with the Second 
Baptist Society, intend holding a Fair andLevee 
at Granite Hall on Christmas Evo, Dec. 24th for 
tho benefit of said society. They give this 
timely notice in the hope that such an interest 
may bo had as shall make tho occasion ona of 
more than ordinary pleasure to tho assembly 
and profit to tho society. Notice,—the Fair is to 
be on the evening of Dec. 24th. •
GT We would call attention to the Grocery 
j advertisements from the “ Cheap Cash Store ” , 
I in the little building just in from the corner of; 
Main and School Sts.' The Groceries aro really 
of superior quality nnd at moderate prices, 
which aside from the prix iledge of encouraging 
tho youngsters in their efforts at self-support, 
will be found a sufficient motive for making pur­
chases. *
Public Lectures.—It is probable that the 
public lectures before the Young Men’s Forensic 
Union will he resumed next weak.
Government.—Governmentresembles the wall 
which surrounds our lands; a needful protection, 
but rearing no harvests, ripening no fruits. It 
is the individual who must choose whether the 
inelosure shall be a paradise or a waste, llow 
littlo positive good can government confer! It 
does not till our fields, build our houses, weave 
the ties which bind us to our families, givo dis­
interestedness to the heart, or energy to the in­
tellect and will. All our great interests are left 
to ourselves, and governments, when they have 
interfered with them, have obstructed, much 
more than advanced them. For example, they 
have taken religion into their keeping only to 
disfigure it. So education, in their hands, has 
bccoino a propagator of servilo maxims, and an 
upholder of antiquated errors. In like manner, 
they have paralyzed trade by their nursing care, 
and multiplied poverty by their expedients for 
its relief. Government has almost alway been 
a barrier against which intellect has had to 
struggle ; and society has made its chief prog­
ress by the minds of private individuals, who 
have outstripped their rulers, and gradually 
shamed them into truth and wisdom.—Chan­
ning.
N E W S  IT E M S .
The dw -lling-house and barn belonging to 
Mr. John Mitchell of Ellsworth, was entirely 
consumed by fire ou the night of the 23d. Mr. 
Mitchel ar.d his family were ahseDt at the time. 
His entire crop of hay and grain was burned in 
the barn. Tho dwelling houso of Capt. Sanriel 
Alley, of the same town, was burned Wednes- i 
day night, with a large part of its contents.— j 
Loss about $800—no insurance.
A young lady in Cincinnati, a few days ago, 
died from bleeding at the nose. W hile stand­
ing, the b'ood rushed from both nostrils in a 
stream.
A Good Lesson—At a recent knitting estab­
lishment in Troy, the proprietor some weeks 
since informed his hands that he should be 
obliged to suspend operations, as ho had no de­
mand for his goods. The operators avoided a 
suspension, however, by a method as novel as it 
was creditable. They ran the mill on half time, 
and purchased in the afternoon the goods which 
they bad manufactured in the morning, peddling 
them through tho city and vicinity. In this 
way they have kept themselves in employment 
ever since.
No person make so large a demand upon the 
reason of others, as those who have none of their 
own.
Sugar is selling in the New Orleans market 
4 1-2 eenls per pound, and molasses at from 18 
to 20 cents per gallon.
A two story dwelling house at Damariscotta 
Mills, occupied by Arthur Tomlinson, was en­
tirely destroyed by fire Friday forenoon. Insur­
ed for $1,000.
The Iowa Methodist Conference, lately in 
session, passed strong resolutions against the 
use of tobacco among Christians.
J ust Sentence.—At Dover, N. U., last week, 
some pers ns charged with placing obstructions 
on the track of the Boston and Maine Railroad, 
were convicted and sentenced to the State Prison 
for life.
Gov. Walker and Kansas. The N. Y. Trib­
une of Sueurdav says:
“ We have seen a gentleman just from Kan­
sas, who left Leavenworth in the samo boat with 
Gov. Walker. He represents that Territory us 
in the highest state of excitement, consequent 
upon the attempt of tho bogus Constitutional 
Convention to impose, of their own authority, 
a State Constitution on Kansas. The indigna­
tion felt and expressed is by no means confined 
to Free-State men or opponents of tho National 
Administrations. No man was more vehement 
than Walker himself, whether at Leavenworth, 
on his passage down tho Missouri, or at St. 
Louis—and our latest advices state that he still 
retains these sentiments since his arrival at 
Washington—in the most empathic condemna­
tion of tho usurpations attempted by tho Con­
vention. What makes the outrage the more 
keenly felt in Kansas is tho infamous private 
character of the majority in tho Convention by 
which tho final acting of that body was deter­
mined. Walkers insisted most positively, both 
before and after leaving the Territory, that tho 
Administration at Washington was irrevocably 
pledged to sustain him in his often reiterated 
declaiation that the people should be allowed a 
lair and free vote on the adoption or rejection of 
any Constitution that might be framed for 
them.”
The Ttibune also adds :
“ Meanwhile, at this crisis of its fate, the 
Territory is left, as it were, to itself. Walker 
is at Washington, and, though he gives out that 
he will not resign, ft seems exceedingly doubt­
ful whether he ever returns to the Territory.— 
Stanton has as good as resigned already. As to 
the judiciary—composed, as it is, of such men 
as Lecompte and Cato—it would, in the present 
crisis, be perfectly powerless. There are, it is 
said, near three thousand regular troops col­
lected at Leavenworth ; but if an attempt were 
made by their help to force through tho bogus 
Constitution, it might lead to a civil war far 
more alarming than that which hangs over 
Utah.”
It is estimated that the wheat crop of Wis­
consin, for the year 1857, will amount to IS 
millions of bushels,—being an increase of six 
millions over 1856.
Tup Seep of the Sorghum.—The Commission­
er of Patents denies the statement that the 
seeds of the Chinese sugar cane are poisonous, 
either for cattle, or for individuals, when manu­
factured into bread.
Slavery in Kansas—An assessment of Leav­
enworth city shows a total valuation of over 
three millions, included in which are 33 slaves 
valued at $16,000.
It is wrong to wish for death, and worse to 
have occasion to fear it.
The .aimers in New Jersey have been busy 
for come weeks, past, husking their corn. The 
crop is probably the largest ever raised in the 
State, and almost every farmer has Been obliged 
to build new cribs—the old ones, which have 
been large enough heretofore, being altogether ] 
insufficient for the great crop of this year.
A company of experienced ship builders from I 
Maine have purchased a ship yard in Howard i 
Wisconsin, and are now engaged in getting out [ 
the timber for an ocean vessel.
Henry VIII issued a proclamation enjoining 
“ that women should not meet together to bab­
ble and talk, and that all. men should keep their 
wives in their houses.”
The Free Lovers Dispersed.—The Cleveland 
Plaindcaler says the Free Lovers of Berlin 
Heights, who have been on trial several days at 
Sandusky, Ohio, have been broken up. Mrs 
Lewis, who was enticed away from her home in 
New York by a Mr. Tyler, has gone back with 
her husband, the balance are in jail under bonds. J 
or pledged to leave the country for their coun- j 
try’s good.
Tho following sentiment was given at a re­
cent railroad festival held in Cleveland, Ohio : 
“ Our Mothers—the only faithful tenders who 
never mis-place a switch."
American Tea Pronounced a Failure. Those 
who have made the experiment of raising tea in 
this country 6ay : “ The plant will grow well 
enough, but wages are too high. Wo cannot 
afford to pick, roll up and dry any sort of leaves j 
here for half a dollar a pound. In China,; 
where a man is hired lor one dollar a month and j 
boards himself, it may be done.”
Mr. Charles Atkinson, of North Anson, while j 
stopping at the Franklin Houso, in Boston, on 
his return fom the West, was robbed of $600.
A littlo daughter of Mr. Le Ray of North 
Adams, aged 7 years, got her dress on fire while 
standing near tho stove, last Friday afternoon,] 
and before the flames could be extinguished she 
was so badly burned that death ensued in about[ 
twenty-four hours. It is only a few weeks since 
another child in the same family was horribly 
scalded by the overturning of a pail of hot wa­
ter.
Hard Luck.—The Gloucester (Mass.) Tele­
graph says: “ One of our fishermen arrived 
home in August with a full fare of mackerel; 
for which he was offered the market prices at 
the time. Concluding not to sell, he started on 
another trip. His vessel has just returned 
empty, and he now sells the faro for which he 
was offered a high figure, at the present low 
rates, making a difference in the total of $3,- 
000.”
An old silver mine has been re-discovered in , 
Hancock county, Ala., and re-opened. It was 
walled up with solid masonry that had to he 
blasted with powder. The trees growing above 
the rocks show that they must have been closed 
for hundreds of years. The ore is said to he 
very rich.
The Norfolk .Argus states that on the 19th 
instant two gentlemen shot, on Currituck beach,
N. C.. no less than odc hundred and forty-eight 
wild geese, which they brought to market and 
shipped North. The coast of North Carolina is ] 
swarming with wild fowl.
Brigham Young had declared the indepen­
dence of Utah, and stated that henceforth Utah 
onwed no allegiance or obedience to any laws but 
those of their own enacting.
Eight hundred ships are annually loaded in 
Quebec with lumber. The average value of 
each cargo is 1800, making a total of 1040,00®. 
The half of this immense sum is paid out in 
cash—to the farmer for his produce, and for the 
use of his teams during the winter; to the me­
chanic f»r his work ; and to the 2500 laborers 
who are engaged in the trade,
A Delegate convention of the Free State par­
ty of Kansas has been called, to meet at Law­
rence on tho 2d of December to take into con­
sideration the present political position of the 
Territory, as well as the course to bo pursued 
by that party relative to the new Constitution, 
about to be submitted for approval.
The Bangor Whig says the indications are 
that a very limited business will be done this 
year in lumbering on the Penobscot waters— 
probably not much more than one third or one- 
fourth of an average operation. On Saturday 
last more than one hundred men were to be seen 
standing along Exchange street, in that city, 
evidently in waiting for a chance to go into the 
woods.
TnE Mediterranean. The laying of the sub­
marine telegraph between France and Algiers 
developed some remarkable facts relative to tie 
irregularities of tho bed and tho great depth of 
the waters of tho Mediterranean. At one part 
the depth to which the cable is lowered is not 
more than ninety fathoms, and the water deep­
ens immediately to over two thousand fathoms, 
or nearly two miles and a half.
Naval. The U. S. eloop-of-war Jamestown is 
now ready for sea at the Philadelphia Navy 
Yard, and has been ordered to prepare nnd be 
ready at any moment to sail for the Gulf of 
Mexico. The following officers have been or­
dered to join the ship: Commander Kennedy ; 
Lieutenants Balch, Edwards. Bennett, Luce and 
May ; Acting Master Barnes : Surgeon Duval ; 
Assistant do., Cariton, and Parser Calien.
From the Plains. More Outrages by the In­
dians and Mormons. The Warsaw (Mo) Demo­
crat thus sums up the substance of a letter re­
ceived by a citizens of that county from a Mrs. 
Hudelson, written soon after the arrival of the 
latter in California:
Mrs. II. gives a thr'lling description of the 
dangers and hardships attending an overland 
trip to California. They were hourly in danger 
of being attacked by Indians and Mormons who. 
says Mrs. IL, range in hands together, robbing, 
pillaging, and murdering unprotested trains of 
emigrants.
Mrs. II. overtook one train from Illinois, be­
longing to a Mr. liolloway, which had been at­
tacked by a band of marauders. His wile and 
child had been killed before his eyes, he him­
self badly wounded, and stripped of all his 
property including fifteen hundred dollars.— 
Mr. Holloway'8 sister was along, but during the 
excitement of the attack she escaped, and driv­
ing six miles on overtook another company who 
returned with her to the scene of blood. Tho 
murderers had completed their work and were 
gone.
Mrs. II. and her company came to the rescue 
of another train which had been attacked, find­
ing a woman lying upon the ground with her 
scalp taken off.
A violent rain, accompanied by thunder 
and lightning, occurred in Northport, 
Waldo County, on Friday morning of last 
week, during which the house of Mr. Abner 
Harmon of that place was struck by light­
ning, and completely wrecked. The house 
is a story aud a half wooden one, and tho 
fluid appears to have struck the chimney, 
tearing it to pieces as far as the first floor, 
and throwing the bricks about the rooms.— 
The roof was almost entirely stript of 
boards and shingles, and the back wall for 
about one third its length torn completely 
out. The plastering was stripped off, and 
several doors shivered into fragments, win­
dows broken, &c. Some of the freaks of 
lightning were very singular. A tin lantern 
sitting near the chimney, was stripped to 
pieces and the fragments twisted into 
curious shapes. Several tin and cast-iron 
cooking vessels had holes neatly bored in 
the bottoms, and a coffee mill was broken 
into small fragments. The most remarkable 
thing about the event is that six persons 
should have been sleeping in the house, and 
experience no injury beyond a temporary 
numbness.
The Russian government have forbidden the 
taking of whales within the range of their 
Asiatic possessions, and have sent war vessels to 
protect the grounds.
Latest N ews by Steamer.
N e w  Y o r k  M u n ic ip a l  E le c t io n .
New York, Dec. 1,
The day is beautifully clear andwarm.
The voting is spirited, and quite a heavy 
one is anticipated. The vote of Tiemann 
surpasses the expectations of his friends.— 
The second ward is throughout giving him a 
majority. The fifth is giving him an over­
whelming vote, apparently.
The 9th, 5th, and other up-town wards 
are strongly on the same side.
There is a little rioting going on in some 
of the wards, but generally the election is 
passing off quietly.
The Burning of the Steamer Rainbow.—The 
cause of the great loss of life (repoSed at 75 
lives) by the burning of the steamer Rainbow 
on the Mississippi is explained by the circum­
stance that the fire broke out near the centre 
ol the boat. When the vessel touched the 
shore, says the Cipeinnuti Commercial, all the 
passengers and crew that were on the forward 
part of tho boat reached shore without difficul­
ty, hut those that were on the stern being cut 
ofl by the fire had to take to the water, and it 
being a hitter cold morning but few succeeded 
in reaching the shore.
From the time tho alarm was first given until 
the boat was a complete mass of fire, could not 
have been five minutes. Many of the passen­
gers were burnt as they lay in their berths, un­
conscious of approaching danger. As a singular 
proof of the rapidity of the fire, it is said there 
were but two or three trunks saved, and those 
that escaped had nothing on but their night 
clothes—clothes, money, watches, jewelry, and 
all were lost, forgotten in the wild race for life
A great many of the passengers were returned 
Californians, who had their hard earned gold 
with them, nearly all of which was lost. A 
few who had taken tho precaution to deposit in 
the office were fortunate enough to save their’s 
the boat's safe being got out and the contents in 
good condition.
Mr. Maddox, from Philadelphia, lost $20,00fi 
worth of jewelry. Other passengers lost some 
thirty thousand in hills of exchange, coin and 
bank notes, and the entire loss of boat, cargo 
and money is not far, if any. short of $200,000,
T h e  E x a m in a t io n  P o s tp o n e d .
New Haven, Dec. 1. 
The trial of Tuckerman for robbing the
U. S. mail, whicn was announced to take 
place to-day, has been postponed until to­
morrow, in order to obtain more witnesses.
A posse of New York policemen recover­
ed $15,000 worth of jewelry and dry goods 
from the house of Madame Lambert, on 
Grand street, last Friday night, as the pro­
ducts of the shop lifting carried on by the 
“ lady boarders ” of her establishment.
S h ip w r e c k .
Charleston, N ov. 30. 
Advices from Nassau state that ship Bo-
lina, from Thomaston for New Orleans, was 
lost near that place Nov. 12. Crew saved.
V e s se l  lo s t  by F ir e .
Gaysboro’, N. S., Dec. I. 
Barque Ontario, from New York for 
Newfoundland, took tire on the afternoon of 
the 26th, originating from matches which 
] composed part of the cargo, aud was run 
1 ashore at Whitehead about dark. The cap­
tain and crew were saved, but the vessel is 
a total loss.
An Unexpected Suspension.—There was, 
says the New Y'ork Journul of Commerce, of 
! Monday afternoon, “ unexpected trouble at the 
Custom House, including an important suspen­
sion and an unexpected seizure. The draft 
which should have provided the means to-day to 
pay the November salaries, missed tho mail by 
some unexplained accident, and Uncle Samuel 
has been obliged to suspend payment until to­
morrow. Consequent upon this announcement 
the clerks and employees ware seized with dis - 
I appointment, and credit at saloons and eating- 
: houses is seriously affected. Boarding-house 
' keepers look sour, and single lodgers have been 
j obliged to eat poor butter without daring to
(Cz" By a telegraphic dispatch received 
] to-day, (Wednesday,) from Capt. Porter,
’ one of the owners of barque M. C. Porter, 
j (an account of the disaster to which may be 
] found with the ship-news as reported in the 
Boston papers,) we are informed that the 
barque was abandoned on the twenty-first 
ult., in a sinking condition, in lat. 33, Ion.
[ 77. Capt. Trim and crew were saved and 
taken into Wilmington, N. C.
Fire in Philadelphia. The Athenian Build­
ing, Philadelphia, was burned on Thursday. It 
hits been mostly occupied for many years by 
printers, but in former years it was noted as a 
drinking saloon and reading room. Wagner & 
McGuizan, who owned the building, occupied 
the three upper stories with their lithographic 
works, and the two lower stories were occupied 
by larger beer saloons. Wagner & McGuizan 
had forty six presses in operation, and were en­
gaged chieliv on the maps and views for the re­
port on the Pacific Railroad survey, and on 
plates intended for the Patent Office report.— 
Proofs of these works have been preserved.— 
The whole loss is $35,000.
Old Bullion. The following paragraph from 
the pen of Old Bullion shows that his natural 
force is not abated :
“ I am now well recovered, and working as 
usual, and expect to finish the Arbidgement next 
summer, and then to add another volume to the 
two of theThirty Years’ View, bringing it down 
to 1860, if 1 live that long ; at all events, to the 
time of the Pierce administration, if we must 
call by his name an administration in which he 
was inoperative, and in which nullifiers, dis- 
unionists and renegades used his name and his 
power for their own audacious and sriminal pur­
poses.
Respectfully, THOM. H. BENTON.”
i A r r e s t  o f  W in .  S . T u c k c r iu a u ,  th e  M a il  
R ob ber*
Boston, Nov. 30.
Win. 8 Tuckerman, late defaulting Treasurer 
;of the Eastern Railroad, was arrested last night 
near New Haven, on the New York and Boston 
iSunday night train, for robbing the mail. Ho 
I is now in New Haven jail, and has confessed.— 
i The arrest of Tuckerman will probably explain 
the missing Havana mail for the State of Maine, 
and other important mails which have recently 
] failed reaching their destination.
Springfield, Nov. 30.
! Tho evidence against Tuckerman is conclu­
sive, and it is understood that he confesses his 
' guilt. He has been in Che habit of takiDg the 
Sunday night Boston train from New York,
1 carrying with him a large trunk empty, with 
1 the exception of a carpet bag filled with clock 
weights to make it appear heavy, and during the 
temporary absence of the baggage master from 
Iiis car, he would steal a mail bag and place it 
in his trunk.
His examination takes place at New Haven 
to-morrow morning. He acknowledges that he 
has $80 worth i f stolen postage stamps, and 
| $500 on the Lee (Massachusetts) Bank were 
found upon him. The Philadelphia mail for 
Boston, has been the one usually stolen, and 
the Superintendents of the various Railroads 
between New York and Boston, together with 
special agent Holbrook and several postmasters, 
have been for some weeks laying plans which at 
last have ferreted out the rubber. The exact 
amount of his robberies cannot be ascertained 
to-night, bnt they are supposed to he very 
i heavy.
Great credit is due to Mr. Uolbrook, who 
has been mainly instrumental in Tuckerman's 
I arrest. The deveiopements, it is understood,
' will he astounding, and tho evidence is such as 
I to ensure his guilt.
T h e  W e a t h e r  a n ti th e  C a n a l* .
! New York, Nov. 3 0 —The weather continues 
j warm, and a thick mist, amounting almost to a 
steady rain, has prevailed all day, and to-night 
it is quite wet.
The reports from the West leave no doubt 
that canal navigation will be resumed to-mor­
row or next day.
G ov. W a lk e r  a n il th e  P r e s id e n t .
j New York, Nov. 29. (Washington corres­
pondence of the Herald)—Gov. Walker had his 
second interview with Buchanan to-day, but 
each remained fixed in his own opinion, and now 
there is but little or no hope of a compromise. 
The Governor says he could not influence a sin­
gle man in Kansas to vote for the Constitution, 
so great is the popular prejudice there to the 
whole proceeding. His idea is, that Congress 
should promptly pass a bill, similar, in all re- 
Bpects, to the Minnesota Territorial bill, provid­
ing for a State Government in Kansas.. This 
would avoid the whole difficulty, by doing away 
with any action whatever on the proceedings of 
i tho late Convention. Letters received to day 
shows tho overwhelming popular opposition in 
theTeiritory to tho Constitution.
The Democratic party described iiy one or 
its members.—Tho New York Courier J  En­
quirer gives the following evidence of confidence 
in the “ lion hearted Democracy” of New York, 
by men who knew them :
“ ‘ Were Fernando Wood a devil incarnate, 
the fact of his selection as the standard hearer 
of his party is enough to rally to his support 
the ranks of the Democracy.’ So declared John 
Cochrane at Tammany Hall last evening. ‘ I 
know my party well. Were I to go homo and 
cut the throat of one of my family to night, 1 
should none the less he elected Mayor of New 
York next Tuesday by five thousand majority.’ 
Such was tho declaration of Fernando Wood to 
ourselves, in the presence of two or three wit­
nesses, on the Thursday evening preceding the 
mayorality election of 1854—his object being to 
convince us of the uselessness of publishing the 
documentary evidence concerning his great Mar- 
vine Swindle.”
New York, Nov. 29, 9 30 r. m.—The weather 
to-day has been exceedingly fine and very mild, 
and is about the only Indian summer we hava 
- had this fall. The frost has entirely disappeared 
from this vicinity, and the resumption of Canal 
navigation to Buffalo is considered quite proba­
ble.
Albany, Nov. 28.—The weather here to-day 
is quite mild. It is now confidently calculated 
that all boats in the canal, this side of Monte­
zuma, at least, will get to tide water ; and the 
best judges predict a re-opening to Rochester.
Columbia, S. C., 30.
Ex-Gov. Hammond was olected to the U. S. 
Senate to-day.
S te a m e r  L ost.
St. J ohn, Nov. 28.—On Monday last the 
British steamer Creole went ashore at Granville, 
Nova Scotia, during a gale. She was so much 
damaged that a survey was made and the ves­
sel condemned. Sbe was insured in New York.
New York, Nov. 30.
The steamship Quaker City, from Havana 
25th, arrived this P. M. Nothing new from 
Havana The health of the city is perfect.— 
the stock cf sugar on hand is 142.000 boxes — 
Prices have declined. In freights there is no 
demand for large vessels.
P erley, in the Boston Journal, says, a ver­
dant Yankee expectant for office was advised 
yesterday to apply for the consulship at the 
Lobos Islands, vice Guauo, removed. He had 
his letter written before he discovered the joke.
Beactiiul Extract.—helping a young lady 
oat of a mud hole.
L IM E , W OOD & CASK M A R K E T
Reported for the Gazette, by
A L D E N  U L M E R , Inspector.
Rockland, Decembers.
Lime per cask, 
Casks,
Kilu-wood, per cqrd,
T. A. WENTWORTH,
DEALER IN
HATS, Caps, Furs, Boots, SHOES
B U F F A L O  R O B E S ,
S P E C I A L  N O T IC E S
A D y s p e p t ic  C u r e d  by O x y g e n a te d  B it ter s*
* Letter from F. T . Wallace, Esq.
Palmer, July 1,1851.
S ib : It is to me a source of infinite pleasure to be able 
to bear testimony from personal experience to the great 
value of the Oxygenated Bitteks.
1 began to be afflicted in 1844 with Catarrh, and the diffi­
culty increased rapidly until December, 1850, producing in 
the course of that period Asthma. The accumulation of 
mucus on the lungs was such, that I could not breathe 
when in a horizontal or reclining posture ; and many nights 
during the last two years I enjoyed no sleep, except what 
I could get walking my room. My breather during the day 
was indescribably distressing.
My attention was brought to the consideration of the Ox­
ygenated Bitters by the Hon. Myron Lawrence, who at that 
time was rejoicing in the emancipation of his own lungs, 
front a twenty years’ bondage, by the use of your medi­
cine. I purchased four bottles of your Bitters. 1 nave 
not yet used the whole, and I believe I ant cured.
1 meet persons almost daily, to whom I recommend it, 
having faith that they also can be healed.
Very respectfully,
' FREDERICK T. WALLACE.
Da. Geo. B. Green.
SETH W. FOWLE A CO., 138 Washington Street Bos 
ton. Proprietors. Sold by their agents everywhere.
Agents for Wistar’s Balsam and Oxgenated Bitters,—C. 
P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Rockland; A. 
SW’EETLAND, Rockport; J . II. ESTABROOK, Camden; 
WM. COOK, and G. 1. ROBINSON Thomaston. 2w49
The subscriber having been engaged in the attempt to 
perfect another medicine which would be certain in opera­
tion, beneficial in effect and powerful to eradicate disease 
has at length succeeded ;
WIGGIfd’S N europath ic Fills
Are Seen a Medicine, and a sure remedy for all those 
diseases which arise from a morbid state of the Liver or an 
impure state of the blood, such as
Dyspepsia, Loss o f Appetite, Jaundice 
Costiveness, Headache., Languor, 
Debility, fyc.
These Pills have a claim on the public for the following 
reasons:
They are purely vegetable, they cause no pain, although 
they are certain in their operation, and are perfectly safe 
for male or female in any condition, for they do not weak­
en, but strengthen the whole system, by exciting 
every organ to a healthy action.
As io cost they are suited to the times, so that all may 
possess them*.
Lastly, by the use of these Pills the Liver is excited to n 
healthy action and all the organs will perform their work 
in such a manner as to increase the health and happi- 
x ess of all who may use them.
All the subscriber asks of the public is to use them ac­
cording to the directions which will be found around each 
box.
P. S. Numerous certificates might be had from many of 
the most able physicians, who highly recommend them to 
the sick, but wc are willing to let them stand on their own 
merits.
P R I C E  2 0  C T S P E R  B O X .
Prepared only by N. WIGGIN, No. 3 Spear Block, Rock­
land, Me.
G E N T S ’ F U R N IS H IN G  G O O D S,
N o . 2 S pofford  B lo c k ,  R o c k la n d ,  M e.
Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SHIPPING FURS.
I would have it expressly understood that I keep con­
stantly on hand a large stock of Rich and Fashionable 
Goods, which are purchased wholly for C ash; and as I 
buy lor Cash, and sell for Cash only, I do not have to 
charge paying customers exorbitant prices to make up for 
bad debts, consequently, I can sell you Goods fifteen per 
cent, cheaper than you can buy at any other place in the 
State. Please cull, examine, and satisfy yourself, as to 
prices and quality.
T. A. WENTWORTH.
Rockland, October 7. 41 if
I m p o r t a n t  L e t t e r
FROM
B R U N S W I C K .
Afr. C. W. Atwell, Portland,
Dear Sir—For the last seven years 1 have been severe­
ly afflicted with sore eyes, during that time I have used 
everything in the market, and to no effect for the better, 
until I obtained u box of D R . P F T I T ’S E Y E  
S A L V E , which I have used, and I now believe my eyes 
entirely cured. To all afflicted with any disease of the 
Eyes, I wouly cheerfully recommend the use of the 
AMERICAN EYE SALVE,
(Signed,) OLIVE STORER.
DR. P E T T IT ’S
•f m  e r  i  c a  n E y e  S a l v e  .
CURES—Sore and Weak Eyes !
CURES—Inflamed Eyes !
CURES—Ulcerated Eye-lids !
CURES—Scrofulous Sores add Ulcers !
CURES—Shaving Sores and Pimples !
CURES—Ringworm and Barbers’ Itch !
CURES—SORE LIPS, Cuts, Bruises, &c.!
CURES'—The PILES, applied externally!
C. W . ATWELL, Deering Block, Portland, Generaj 
Wholesale Agcni for Maine, to whom all orders must be 
addressed.
C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Agents forRock- 
land, and sold by Druggists anil Dealers in Medicine gener­
ally, 47tf
. FESSHNDEN, Agent for Rockland. 
Rockland, Nov. 26, 1857. 45tf
M o st p a te n t  m e d ic in e s  a r e  h u m b u g s  $
But Dr. Tobias warrants his Venetian Liniment to do 
all he recommends it for, or the money will be refunded by 
his agents—one will be found in every village in the state. 
If  you have a pain or ache try a bottle, it stops pain in 
■tantly.
Price 25 & 50 cts. Depot, 56 Cortlandt st., New-York.
Sold bvC . P. FESSENDEN, N H. HALL and F. G. 
COOK, Rockland ; WM. COOK and G. I. ROBINSON, 
Thomaston; WM. CROCKETT and G. DODGE, Rock­
port : J. II. ESTABROOK and N. C. FLETCHER, Cam
In this city, 29th ult., by G. J. Burns, Esq., Mr. F. G. 
Singhi to Miss Lizzie Swan.
In Union. Nov. 25th, by Rev. R. Bowler, Mr. Daniel 
Churchill to Miss Clementine T, Robbins, all of U.
In Belfast, Nov 17, by Rev. Dr Palfrey, Mr. Frank B. 
Frederick and Miss Georgiana Boardman, both of Belfast.
In Frankfort, Nov. 14, by George Johnson, Esq., Mr. W. 
A. Story, of Albany, N. Y., and Miss Eliza Cunningham, of 
Frankfort.
In Bowdoinham, Henry C. Stinson of St. Charles, Iowa, 
to Abby M. Sampson, of B.
den. 3w46
T H E  W O R L D ’S B L E S S IN G !
D R . J . B . N . G O U L D ,
Rheumatic, Neuralgia and Spinal Balm, 
Office and Laboratory 11 1-2 School St., Boston. Cures 
in from 12 to 48 hours,'removes severest Rheumatic and
Neuralgia pains in fifteen minutes.
• U sed  o n ly  an a n  e x t e r n a l  a p p l i c a t io n .  
DP. J. B. N. GOULD has been stopping in Rockland for
a few days for the purpose of Demonstrating the Virtues 
of his Remedy and was very successful.
F o r  S a le  o n lv  b y  F .  G . C O O K ,
Wholesale and Retail Agent for Rockland and vicinity, 
City Drug Store, Rockland, Me.
Rockland, Nov. 4, 1657. 45tf
In West Bath, 24th Inst., Helen A Rich aged 11 years 
and 9 months.
At Havana, 1st inst., Martin M. Curtis, of Bath, first mate 
of ship Kossuth, aged 24 years and 6 months.
"n Enfield, Nathaniel Webster, Esq., aged 69. 
n Boston, Mrs. Esther Worthlev, formerly of North
Yarmouth, aged 74.
In New Gloucester, Mrs. Elizabeth Marsh, aged 66.
In Durham, Charles C. Coveil, aged 16.
In Stoneham, 9th inst., William Gilmore, aged 89.
School.
M R. PAINE’S school, located in the
O ld  L im e  R o c k  B a n k  B u i ld in g ,
near the Baptist Meeting-house, opens to-day, Thursday, 
Dec. 3. Scholars admitted at any time.
T U IT IO N ,  
per term of ten weeks, as follows;
Common English Studies, $8,50
Higher “  “
Latin and Greek Languages,
Navigation and Surveying,
Evening School.
A course of twenty-five'evenings in Arithmetic 
and English Grammar,
A course of twentj-five evenings in Book-Keep­
ing, Navigation 3cc., 4,00
The School will be in session four or five evenings in a
week.
Rockland, Dec. 3, 1857.
P R I C E S  D O W N
—ON—
4,00
4,50
5,00
$2,00
49tf
Superior Table B utter and Cheese
T?OR Sale at the Cheap Cash Store of 
J? 49tf S. SIIOREY & CO.
W in te r Ar ra n g e m e n t!!
BANGOR, PORTLAND, and BOSTON.
T W O  T R I P S  A W E E K .
THE NEW, LAROE AND COMMODIOUS STEAMER
jiiejyejhojy s . i s io n n ,
C & .P 1. C H A ’S  S A N F O R D ,
Will leave B A N G O R  fo r  P O R T L A N D  and 
B O S T O N  every M o n d a y  at 11 o’clock, A. M., arriv­
ing at Rockland ut about 5 o’clock, P. M.
Leaves B A N G O R  for B O S T O N  D ir e c t  every 
T h u r s d a y  at 11 o’clock A. M., arriving at Rockland at 
about 5 o’clock P. M.
R eturning Leaves Foster’s South W harf B O S ­
T O N  D ir e c t  fo r  B A N G O R  and intermediate land­
ing’s on the river, every T u e sd a y  at 5 o’clock, P. M., ar­
riving at ROCKLAND every W e d n e s d a y  morning at 
about 5 o’clock.
Leaves B O S T O N  for P O R T L A N D  and B A N ­
G O R , every F r id a y  nt 5 o’clock P. M., arriving at 
Rockland every S a tu r d a y  morning at about 5 o'clock.
F A R E ,— F r o m  R o c k la n d  to  JBo h io ii, S I , 5 0
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
P. S. Agent’s Office at his residence, No. 5 Elm Street.
Rockland, Dec. 1, 1857. 49lf
S h eriff’s Sale.
DRY G O O D S!
—AT—
LEWIS KAUFMAN’S.
rPIlE Subscriber, being OBLIGED to Eell. will
JL .ell DRY GOODSCUE APEB.
than they can be bought this side of Boston, as may be 
seen by the following scale of prices :
B e s t  L y o n s  V e lv e t s
Former Price.
$1O
C a s h m e r e  L o n g  S h a w ls ,  
C h u h m e r e S q u a r e  S h a w ls ,
Sell For.
ST 
5 5 0
B A Y  S T A T E  L O N G  S H A W L S
at 15 per cent, less than COST.
A L L  W OOL T H IB E T S  at same rates.
All Wool Plaids, 
Union “ 
Valencia “ 
Mohairs,
Muslin DeLaina.
Ginghams,
Flannels,
Table Cloths
00
November 25, 1857. [
LINCOLN, SS.—Taken on execution in favor of Joshua '
Thorndike of South Thomaston in said County and I 
against John Graves of said South Thomaston, and 
be sold at public vendue on Tuesday the 29th day of De- j and*See. 
cembernext at 10 o’clock A. M„ at my office in the) Rockland Nov. 26 1857
Ladies’ Cloth, Cashmeres, Satinets, Tickings, Demins, 
Check, Linen Damask, Diaper, Worsted Goods, 
Hosiery, Gloves, Bonnet Ribbons, Velvet 
Ribbons, Embroideries, 3cc., in 
too great variety to mention, 
all nt the same gieat re­
duction from lormer
prices.
All who have purchases to make and wish to save mon­
ey these hard times must be sure and call at
L E W I S  K A U F M A N ’S,
N o . 1 L im o  R o c k  B a n k  B u ild in g ,  
and purchase their Fall and Winter DRY GOODS.
N. B. 5000 yards of COTTON CLOTH, hi 5 cts. per 
i yard, as good as my neighbors are selling for 8 cts. Call
48tfSpofford Block, in the city of Rockland, all the right in i 
equity which the said John Graves has or had at the time ' 
of the attachment on the originol writ, of redeeming the , 
following described real estate, lying in said South Thoinus-I 
ton. mortgaged to George Thorndike, and hounded ns f«»l- ; rPIiE Copartnership heretofore existing in 
lows, to w itB e g in n in g  on the Southside of a private A Rockland under the Firm name of 
road or way leading between Coombs’ lot and Hall’s lot r m r i  p, r n n n iv
to the lot below described, thence running South 4 feet, I U IlaLD  & J U K D A N ,
passing al the distance ortliree feet front « porch standing i ha,  Ihi8 day bee„ di„ olve,i a„ j  the busi„es,  of Carriage 
on said premises .thence East by South 3 rods and 3 feel , and sleigh manufacture is to he continued bv the new firm 
through the middle of the house standing on said lot and , oj JORDAN <fc ALBEE.
land lorinerly in possession of Christopher Stover to stake * " EPHRAIM A. JORDAN
and stones 10 feet distant in front of said house; thence J JOREPH H FIELD
South 2 degrees West about 10 rods by Ezekiels Hull’s !  Rockland Nov. 26 1857. *48tf
land to stake and stones; thence West 7 rods tof stake ------------- - — * ’
and stones by said Hall’s land, thence by said Hall’s land 
North 12 rods wanting 4 feet to stake and stones at the 
South side of said private way or road, thence East 4 rods 
the first mentioned bounds containing about 1-2 acre 
with the southern part of said house, and a porch attach­
ed to the said southern part of said house with a privilege 
’ a road to town road and privilege of the well as long 
i it is used as such.
Reference being had to Deed from Wm. McLoonto 
John Graves, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for the 
Eastern District, Lincoln County, Nov. 30, 1849.
Rockland, Nov. 25, 1857.
3w49 ROBERT ANDERSON, Deputy Sheriff.
Copartnership Notice.
J M P O R T A N T  D I S C O V E R Y !
Consnm ption C urable
Notice.
BY THE USE OF
F O U S E L ’S P A B U L U M
The most powerful and effectual remedy eve 
eil for the treatment of P ulmonary 
C O N S U M P T I O N !
This medicine is a choice combination of Vegetable 
products, and possesses all the rare medicinal properties 
long and eagerly sought for by the profession. It la the
V I T M  !
r discover-
0 .  H . P E R R Y ,
Has returned from  Boston
With Ten Thousand Dollars Worth
OF NEW AND FRESH
C u s t o m - M a d e
WHICH HE WILL BELL FOR
T H I R T Y - F I V E  TO  F O R T Y  P E R  C E N T  
L E SS T H A N  F O R M E R  P R I C E S .
NO HUMBUG ! ONE PRICE ONLY!!
A £ood awortment of alt kind, of
F A N C Y  G O O D S,
H ats,
Caps,
Boots,
Shoes,
RUBBER GOODS of all kinds.
Trunks,* Valises, &c., &c.,
ClUdYS d W D  P I  S T  OF tS
AND FIXTURES FOR THE SAME.
All of which will be sold for CASH and CASH ONLY.
O. H . P E R R Y ,  
N o . 3 ,  B e r r y  B lo e k .
Rockland, Nov. 13, 185G. 46tf
G E N T S ’ F U R N ISH IN G  GOODS,
n t  T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S
P o t a t o e s ,
6 0 0  B U S H E L S
P R I i t l E  P O T A T O E S
IN Cellar and Market now Belling, Whole-sale and Retail at the lowest ca a h  p r ic e .
Those wishing to buy to sell again will find this a favor­
able opportunity to supply themselves.
SAMUEL TIBBETTS.
No. 1 Central Market.
Rockland, Nov. 25, 1 8 5 7 . ____________ 48tf
T . A . W E N T W O R T H
Is selling
Ladies’ Rubber Boots,
F. G. COOK’S
C I T Y  D R U G  S T O R E ,
P A L M E R S  BLOCK,
SIGN BLUE MORTAR.
’■Vholesale and Retail Dealer in DRUGS, MEDICINES, 
CHEMICALS and PATENT MEDICINES of every ap­
proved kind, CHOICE PERFUMERY, HAIR DYES 
SOAPS, COSMETICS. JELLIES, OLIVES, CITRON, 
MACE, FIGS, LARD and LINSEED OILS, PAINTS, 
DYE STUFFS, PAINT BRUSHES and PORTERS 
BURNING FLUID. All of which will be sold at the 
lowest market prices for c a s h  o r  a p p r o v e d  c r e d it ,
Rockland, October 7,1857. 41tf
Drugs, Medicines> &c.
I have just returned from Boston with a fresh supply of Drugs, Medicines, 3cc., which makes my 
stock as extensive as can bd found in the county.
F.G.COOK,
47tf City Drug Store.
AT
Burning Fluid.
wholesale and retail at
47tf CITY DRUG STORE.
flew  Figs.
TUST received, at 
0  47tf CITY DRUG STORE.
Gum Drops.
A large assortment at wholesale and retail at47tf CITY DRUG STORE.
nice Confectionery,
TALRECT from Boston, at
XJ 47tf CITY DRUG STORE.
TVew.Tamarinds.
A T City Drug Store, f
Cigars, Cigars.
ATwholesale and retail at47tf CITY DRUG STORE.
Sperm Candles.
City Drug Store. _
D R , H. JA M E S’
E X T R A C T  OF CANNABIS INDICA 
THOR the permanent cure o f Consumption, 
J- Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, and General Debility, pre­
pared by Dr. II. James, Jersey City, N. J ., nnd for sale 
only by F. G. COOK, sole agent for Rocklaud and vicin­
ity. 47tf
DR. H. JA M E S’
Ointment o f Ind ia  and T a in  Killer.
TpOR the Suppression of all pains, inflama- 
J- tions. Ulcers, Eruptions, Tumors, wounds, and bruis­
es, 3cc., <fcc. F. G. COOK, City Drug Store, sole agent 
for Rockland and vicinity, 471f
DR. H. JA M ES
TJEGULATING and Purifying Pills. F. G.
J-V COOK, Citv Drug Store, Sole Agent for Rockland
CHEAP CASH STORE.
Corner Main and School streets,
(Opposite Thorndike Hotel.)
KT0W ia the time for every one to supply
A ’ themselves with nice G R O C E R IE S  for ThaokZ*
COFFEE,
SUGAR,
MOLASSES
of the beat quality.
Spices,
Salt,
Saleratus,
Cooking Apples,
Potatoes.
Turkeys,
Chickens, ■
Butter,
Cheese,
Sweet Cider,
Apples by the Peck or Ceut’s worth, Vinegar,
Box Raisins by the pound, CranberrUs>
Few Boxes nice Cegars,
Pickled Grapes,
Piain Parched Corn,
Parching Corn,
Corn Candy,
# Candies, ,
Nuts. ,
FIg«-
The above will he sold C h e a p  fo r  C a sh .
& Rockland, Nov. 18,1857
PANIC, PANIC
H o  I s i o
HAS just returned from Boston with a verylarge stock of
B ooks*
Stationery,
P a p e r  H a n g in g s ,
J e w e lr y  a n d
F a n c y  G oods
of all kinds.
My Goods were all bought-for CASH and at
P A N I C  P R I C E S ,
and will be sold.’at corresponding prices.
Please call and buy your Goods lower thau ever at the
R O C K L A N D  B O O K  S T O R E ,
46tf Spofford Block.
F or GENTS’ GLOVES and M ITTENS
Of all descriptions. CHEAP for CASH go to
T. A. WENTWORTH’S. •
.  A Y L G r G r l l S " ,
D ruggist and  A pothecary,
NO. 4 SPEAR BLOCK.
(Recently occupied by J . C. MOODY.)
DEALER IN
P A T E N T  M E D I C I N E S ,  C H E M I -  
caln, Pcrfumcry aiitl Faucy Good**.
--ALSO —
P A P E R  HANGINGS. W INDOW  CUR
TAINS, F1REDOABDS AND BORDERS.
R O C K L A N D , M E .
-  Oct. 23. I85G. « t f
C. P. F E S S E N D E N ,
D ruggist and  A pothecary.
N O . 5 K IM B A L L  B LO C K .
________ R O C K L A N D , M E .________
W I G G I N ’S
N E  U  R  O  P  A  T  H I  C  F L U I D ,
FOR THE CURE OF
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramp, Toothache, Ague in the 
Face, Cholic, Cholera, all Internal Pains of the 
Stomach and Bowels, Pain in the Bad;,
Side and Limbs, Cuts, Bums, Chil­
blains, Cold Feet, Sprains,
Spinal Affections,
3tC., 3cC.
The subscriber having discovered and thoroughly tested n 
purely vegetable and almost specific remedy for a large 
class of painful maladies, hereby invites the afflicted to test 
for themselves the merits of his invaluble preparation.
For all the complaints in which this compound is recom­
mended, it is confidently believed the public will find no su­
perior.
The Neuropathic Fluid produces its almost Magical ef- 
fects by its combined Stimulant, Laxative-Tonic and Anti»< 
Spasmodic powers, cbielly directed to the Nervous system, 
nnd is warranted free from all narcotic, acrid, or other dele 
terious properties.
As the proprietor wishes to bestow no false encomiums 
upon his discovery, he will refund the money paid for the 
medicine in any case of failure where it has received a fair 
trial.
Prepared onlv bv N. WIGGIN, and for sale bv C. P. 
FESSENDEN. N o.5, Kimball Block.
.1. H. ESTABROOK, Jr., Agent for Camden.
Rockland, May 21, 1856. 21 tf
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
S IR  JA M ES CLA RK E'S
C elebrated F em ale P i l l s .
Prepared from a prescription o f Sir J. Clarke, 
M. D., Physician Extraordinary to the 
Queen.
This invnluable Medicine is unfailing in the cure of all 
those painful and dangerous diseases to which the female 
constitution is subject. It moderates all exeess, and re­
moves all obstructions, and a speedy cure may be relied
T O  M A R R I E D  L A D IE S
it is peculiarly suited. It will, in a shot time, bring on 
the monthly period with regularity.
Each bottle, Price One Dollar, bears the Government 
Stamp of Great Britain, to prevent counterfeits.
C A U T I O N .
These Pills should not be taken by lemales during the 
F irst Three Months of Pregnancy, as they are sure 
to bring on miscarriage; but at any other time they are 
safe.
In all cases of Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pain in 
the Back and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion, palpita­
tion of the Heart, Hysterics, and W hites, these Pills will 
effect a cure when all other means have failed, and al 
though a powerful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel, 
antimony, or any thing hurtful to the constitution.
Full directions accompany each package.
Sole Agents for the United States nnd Canada,
JOB MOSES,
(Late I. C. Baldwin &. Co.)
Rochester, N. Y,
N. B $1,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to any nu 
thoiized Agent, will insure a bottle of the Pills by return 
mail.
For sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN 
Rockland ; and one Druggist in every town in the United 
States.
BURR, FOSTER 3c CO,, Mo. 1 Cornhill, Boston 
Wholesale Agents for New England.
II. H. HAY 3c CO., Wholesale Agents for the State of 
Maine.
February 19, 1857. Gm8rs26
37- DR BANKS has moved to his residence 
on Middle Street, which may be distinguished at night by a 
red light in front, plainly to be seen from Main Street.
Next door to A. H. Kimball’s.
Mother?, Mothers, Mothers.
A N OLD NURSE FOR CHILDREN.—Don’t 
A  fail to procure Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for 
Children Teething, It has no equal on Earth. No mother 
who has ever tried Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for 
Children will ever consent to let her child pass through the 
distressing and critical period of teething without the aid of 
this invaluable preparation. If life and health can be es­
timated by dollars and cents, it is worth its weight in gold.
Millions o f  Bottles o f  Mas. W inslow’s Soothing 
Sybvp are sold every year in the United States. It is un
old and well tried remedy.
None genuine unless the far simile of CURTIS 3c PER 
KINS is on the outside wrapper. sSold by dealers in Medi­
cine generally.
Genuine article for sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. 
WIGGIN. 8m28
M ANCHESTER
S C  A L E
W O R K S .
QCALES of every variety constantly on hand
and warranted equal to any In the market and at prices
to correspond with the limes, such as 
UNION OR FAMILY SCALES.
GROWERS “
COUNTER •«
EVEN BALANCE
WHEELBARROW «
COAL AND IIAY “
For sale by J. C. LIBBY 3c SON,
* C u sto m  H o u se  B lo c k .
Rockland, Aug. 16, 1857 3-ltf
Executrix’ Aotice
NJOTICE ie hereby given that the subscriber
J .1 has been duly appointed administratrix of ihe estate 
of EDMUND GROVER, lute of Rockland, in the County 
of Lincoln, deceased, and has taken upon herself that 
trust by giving bond us the law directs. And nil persons 
having demands upon the estate of the deceased are re­
quired io exhibit the same, and all persons indebted to 
said estate are called upon to make payment.
LUCY GROVER.
Oct. 27, 1857. 3w37
Great BargainsPi hereby given that the Copartnership hereto- r®su,t of diligent study and research through a long series fore existing between the undersigned is hereby dis- ’ba ,^ Ub^ ’ l0r tl,e Brsl <irae' P™«e»ted “ > « «
solved by muiual consent. Wm. Farrow, J ‘uutho
In Bristol, 23d inst., Rev. Joseph P. Drummond, aged 33. jze(j t0 cjose Up and settle all the business of said firm. 
In Pembroke, 13th inst.,Mrs. Lydia, wife of Caleb Her- A11 persons indebted t
sey, aged 88 years 5 months.
In Steuben, Mrs. Louisa Dunbar, aged 77 years 3 months. 
In Bloomfield, 16th inst. John Kadreau. aged 52.
In Skowhegan, Mrs. Anne P. Hill, aged 75,
In Lincolnville, 2d inst Nathaniel Fernald, aged 88 years,
1 month and 21 days.
In Lincolnville, Mrs. Sarah, widow of the late David
Howe, Esq., of Castine, aged 62 years.
In Camden, Mrs. Mehitable, widow of the late Capt.
Ebenezer Perkins of Castine, aged 73 years.
Lost overboard from brig J. W. Sawyer, on the passage
from New Orleans for Boston, Rufus Philbrook of St. 
George, seaman.
ll persons indebted to said firm of more than 
mouths standing ale requested to call at the old stand and 
settle.
WM. FARROW, Jr. 
R. C. BRA NN.
Roekland, Dec. 1, 1827. 3w’49
M A R I N E  J O U R N A L
PORT OF ROCKLAND- 
Arrived.
SUNDAY, Nov- 29.
Brig M Cobb, Montgomery, Dix Isle for--------.
MONDAY, Nov. 30.
Sch Melbourne, Spear, Portland.
“ Eliza Jane, Hall, Boston.
“ Superior, Robinson, I’ictou.
M U S I C A L
INSTRUCTION,
■jVTR. JOHN COLLINS will give instruction 
D.L on the
P ia n o  F o r t e ,  V io l in ,  S in g in g  a n d  T h o r o u g h
B A S S .
P IA N O S  F O R  S A L E  A N D  T O  L E T .
Also, Repaired and Tunfed, a good Piano for $100. Ap­
ply at his house, corner of Union and Grace Streets.
notice of the Public.
In every case of suspected P ulmonary Consumption 
where it has been tried it has proved, beyond any doubt 
to be an effectual remedy. It is a very agreeable and 
pleasant medicine, and a trial of its virtues is earnestly 
recommended to every person who has a cough, or who 
may be predisposed to Consumption, as a remedy of no 
ordinary value, with the assurance that, if the directions 
which accompany it are faithfully adhered to, it will 
prove to be a sovereign balm, restoring the healthy 
functions to ull the organs of the body.
Directions in English, French nnd German accompany 
each package. P rice $3 per bottle.
All orders by mail or express, accompanied by the 
money, will be promptly attended to.
F. J . LAFORME, Sole Agent,
Office, No. 5 Milk Street,
(Opposite the Old South Church,)
B oiston , M ans.
N. B. A treatise upon the Nature. Causes, Symp­
toms, and Prevention of Pulmonary Consumption can 
be had on application at the Office of the Agent, as above, 
or will be sent by mail to any address. This Treatise will 
well repay a perusal.
November 26, 1857. Iyr48
T O  G A S H
P U R C H A S E R S !
DOWN
M . C. A N D R E W S ,
No. 3 K im ball Block,
TTAS just returned from BOSTON with a large
JLL STOCK ot
w a o  a  Bseiuai&B&BSi,
} I n v it e  th e  n t te u t io n  o f
C A S H  B U Y E R S
To their Large and Elegant Stock of
Sch Empress, Head, New York.
TUESDAY, Dec. 1.
Sailed.
SATURDAY, Nov. 28.
Bark Laura Snow, Crockett, Havana.
SUNDAY, Nov. 29.
Sch Orrin Cowl, Smith,------- .
“ Thomas Hix, Hall, ------- .
“ John Bell, Hain, Richmond, Va.
“ Bengal, Snow,-----.
MONDAY, Nov. 30.
“ Juno ,---------Portsmouth.
“ Ellen, Andrews, Boston- 
“ Concordia, Ames. Boston*
“ Lanson, Dean. Drink water, New York.
“ Pawtucket, Ross, New York.
“  Lucy White, Ingraham, New York.
Launched—At Orland, 17th inst, by Messrs Emerson 3c 
Powers, a barque of 360 tons, called the Forest Belle .— 
She is owned by the builders and a Boston firm.
Ship S Curling, (of Thomaston) Curling, Liverpool 3d 
inst. Had heavy westerly weather the entire passage.— 
Has 170 passengers, and about 2000 tons mase, to Thayer 
3c Warren.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 18th, ships Alleghaneane, Stetson, 
London; Hamberg, Williams, Liverpool; Felicia, Balls, 
Boston; barque Tauaro, Arey, Bristol E; 19th, ship Port­
land, Leavitt, Havre 17th ult; barque Grace Hammond, 
hence (not 20th). Below, ship A C Morrison, from Glas­
gow; barque Geo Leslie, front Rockland.
Towed to sea 11th, barques Cario Mauran, Alvarado, 
brig Tallulah.
Still below 21st, ship A C Morrison, from Glasgow; 
barque Geo Leslie, from Rockland.
Cld 21st, sells Edw Bernard, Stone, Brazos.
Towed to sea 14th, ships Masconomo, Ashland; schr W 
W Harkness.
MOBILE—Cld 16th, ships City of Mobile, Marshall, Liv­
erpool; Bernard, Carney, Havre; sells Polly Price, Ha­
vana; Thomas Winans, Townsend, Galveston.
In port among others, brig Isaac Carver, for Key West; 
se lls  E S Janes, uud Matron, for Havana.
Ar 2eih, ship Splendid, Amesbury, London.
SAVANNAH—Cld 22d, barque Greenfield, Beattie, Gal­
veston.
CHARLESTON—Ar23d, ship Ashburton, Crocker, Ha­
vana; 24lli, barque Mary II Kendall, Brock, xMatanzas.
Ar 27th, sch N W Smith, Wyatt, NYork 70 hours.
Cld 25th, brig Captain Tom, Staples, Jacksonville, Fla; 
sch Robert Palmer, Nichols, Matauzus.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 15th, brigs Caineo, Easter- 
brook, Thomaston; J6th, Speedaway, Thompson, Charles­
ton; Elmira, Emerv, Thomaston.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 24th, barque Lucy Ann, Car­
rigan, Newport; sch Eleanor. Hosmer, Deinarara.
Ar 25th, brig Beaver, Sanders, Martinique
In port 25th, among others, brigs R C Dyer, Turner, for 
Porto Rico: E B Doane, and B Young, for Cuba.
NORFOLK—Ar 23d, barque E Williams, Cornell, Alex­
andria; brig Lucy Ann, Thomas, Bluehill.
Ar 27th, brig Sam’l G Adams, Ogier, NYork? schr Wm 
Gregory, Bucklin, Richmond for Boston.
Ar 29th, ships Rocklaud, Brown, Havre 27th ult.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, ship Edwin Forrest, Crocker, 
Chinclia Islands via Hampton Roads.
Ar 27th, ships Joseph Gilchrist, (of Thomaston) Gil­
christ, Liverpool: S H Talbot, Burgess, from Callao via 
Point Petre, Guild.
Ar 28th, schr Albert Jameson, Jameson, Rockland,
Cld 27th, sch Caroline, Bucklin, Portland.
FOREIGN PORTS. -
In port 13th, J R Keeler, Allen, lor NYork Dec 3; East 
Indian, Lccraw, for Bombay, Idg; Lew Chew, Seyburn, for
re only 30 ships and 12 steam- 
weather is very mild, will get
ick, Ellis, for do Dec 10.
Cronstadt, Nov 3—There 
ers (Br) in port, and as the 
away this season.
At Cronstadt 4th inst, ships Atterdag, (Nor) for NYork,
nearly ready; Kate Swanton, Reed, for Elsineur, few days.
At Anamaboo Sept J8th, barque Warren White, Phillips, 
unc.
Ar at Halifax 20th inst, brig Union, M’Lean, NYork for 
St Johns NF; put in for a harbor.
DISASTERS.
Sch Mountain Eagle, before reported sunk by collision, 
was from Rockland for Boston, with Lime, and was run in­
to 15th inst., between Townsend and Cape Elizabeth, by 
sch Washington, Ames, of and supposed from Eastport 
for Boston. The Washington saved the crew, and after 
landing one of the men at Cape Neddick, put back to 
Townsend.
A sch of abt 120 tons, bottom up, apparently American 
built, bottom coppered, w as fallen in with, no date, late 44 
12. Ion 34 12, by Schlosser, at NYork.
Capt Brown and crew of brig J Wallace, of Millbridge, 
from Machias for Porto Rico, with lumber, had arrived at 
Norfolk 26th inst, having been compelled to abandon their 
vessel at sea, as before reported,
A despatch from New York dated 30th, reports barque 
Mary C Porter was passed on Frying Pan Shoal, no date, 
abandoned nnd waterlogged. This barque belongs to Bos­
ton, and was formerly the Geo D Srnouse.
V O W  Thanksgiving is passed do not fail to
■L’ supply yourselves with nice
G R O C E R IE S  F O R  C H R IS T M A S ,  
as they are selling c h e a p  at
8. SHOREY, 3c Co.’S, 
Cheap Cash Store,49lf
Onions.
A SUPERIOR lot of Onions by the barrel,Bushel, or peck, for sale, Cheap, at the Cheap Cash
Good News M E N ’ S R U B B E R  B O O T S! Can be had atI
< F o r  a  l i t t l e  M o n ey .
T. A. W ENTW ORTH’S,
— FOR THE—
PUBLIC
S T I L L  .L V O T IIL I1
L a r g e  S t o c k
OF LA D IES
FANCY FURS.
HATS & CAPS.
CUSTOM MADE
Boots, Shoes and
R U B B E R S
J U S T  R E C E I V E D  A T
T. A. WENTWORTH’S,
NO. 2 SPO FFO RD  BLO CK,
which owing to the SCARCITY ol the ONE THING 
N E E D F U L , will be sold 
2 0  p e r  c e n t  L o w e r  th a n  fo r m e r  P r ic e s .
Dont fail to call before purchasing elsewhere.
Rockland, Nov. 26, 1858. 48tf
B R I L L I A N T  P R O S P E C T U S  !
FOURTU YEAR OF THE
COSMOPOLITAN ART ASSOCIATION.
THE FAM0UB
Dusseldorf G allery o f P a in tin g s!
P u r c h a s e d  a t  a  Coat o f  8 1 8 0 ,OOO !
' AND POWERS’ WORLD RENOWNED STATUTE OF TH1
GR EEK  S L A V E ! !
Re-purchased for six thousand dollars, with sever­
al bun.lied othar works of Art,in Puintiugs, Sculpture and 
Bronzes, comprise the Premiums to be awarded to the 
subscribers of the
COSMOPOLITAN ART ASSOCIATION, 
i who subscribe before the 28th of January, 1858, at which 
j time the awards will take place.
T grniH  o f  S u b s c r ip t io n ,  
i Every subscriber of three dollars is entitled to A copy 
i of the larjie nnd splendid Steel Engraving, entitled 
) “  Manifest Destiny,” also to A copy of the Cosmo­
politan Art J ournal one year, also to A Certificate in 
I the Award of Premiums, also A free admission to 
| Dusseldorf end Cosmopolitan Galleries.
i Thus it is seen that lor every three dollars paid, the sub- 
scriber not only receives a
SPLENDID THREE DOLLAR ENGRAVING I 
but, also, tin beautifully illustrated
T w o  D o l la r  A r t  J o u r n a l ,  D u e  Y e a r .
Each subscriber is also presented with a Certificate in 
i the Awards of Premiums, by which a valuable work of 
Art, in Painting or Sculpture, may be received in addition, 
thus giving to every subscriber an equivalent to the value 
of five dollais and a Certificate giatis. |
Any of the leading $3 Magazines is furnished, instead o f ! 
Engraving and Arl Journal, if desired.
No person is restricted to a single share. Those taking ! 
five memberships, remitting $15, are entitled to an extra | 
Engraving, and Hix tickets.
Full pariiculars of the Association are given in the Art
Journal, which contains over sixty splendid Engravings, : 
price fifty cents per number. Specimen copies will be ; 
sent to all persons who desire to subscribe, on receipt of J 
five postage stamps, (15 cents.)
Address C. L. DERBY, Actuary C. A. A.,
5 4 8  B r o a d w a y . N e w  T o r k .  
or S. N . H A T C H . Honary Secretary, Rockland. 
November 26, 1857. 48tf
Pl consequence of the derangement of the times, 1 have decided to offer our Stock of Goods at 
prices that shall place them in the hands of customers in
THIRTY DAYS !
We particularly cail attention to our Stock and the
Priees.
We have on hand and shall
•20 Ps. All W ool Best T hibet8,
Al 7 5  c e n t*
30 “ E yonese, in all shades,
From 17 to 3 3  c e n ts
50 “ D eE a in es, choice patterns, 
At 1 2  1-2 to 1 7  c e n t s , former price 
20 and 25 cents.
200,5 Merrimac, Cocueco and other 
P rints,
For IO  c e n t s
1500 “ Madder Prints,
For G 1-4 c e n ts
500 “ Good Blcli-d Sheetings
For 6  1-4 c e n t s
of all kinds generally kept in his line and will be sold at
PANIC PRICES!
as long os the PANIC LASTS.
1 his Stock was selected with care and there willalwaya
be found a GOOD STOCK OF
To Lime Burners.
Office, No. 32 Somerset St. }
9
which will be sold C h e a p e r  than the C h e a p e s t  for 
R E A D Y  C A S H .
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
—ALSO—
Boots.
Shoes and
Rubbers,
H ats and
Gaps
all styles and qualities.
G E N T S ’ A N D  B O Y ’S
BU C K  G LO VE S A N D  M IT T E N S .
L A D IE S  A N D  G E N T S ’
RUBBER BOOTS, &c., &c,
All of which will be sold at prices to conform to the pres­
ent value of money.
Rockland, Nov. 10, 1857. 46tf
Stationery-’
P aper H angings,
F ancy  Goods, 
JEW ELRY of a ll  Kinds.
These Goods were bought at very LOW PRICES and 
will be sold accordingly.
All kinde of B L A N K  B O O K S  on hand.
D i a r i e s  f o r  1 S 3 3
selling very low’.
A good assortment of NAUTICAL 3OOKSand CHARTS, 
SCALES snd other articles in that line.
A large lot of Silver, such as Spoons, large and small ; 
Silver Butter Knives ; Sugar, Suit, Mustard and Des­
ert Spoons; Silver plated Spoons of all desciip-
, tions , Silver Tea Strainers ; Silver and Gold 
Thimbles ; a good Stork of Gold, Silver
and Steel Bowed SPECTACLES;
Also plated Silver Spectacles cf 
Green, Blue and Plain Glass­
es ; Also Spring Steel 
Eye Glasses.
-ALSO—
CAMEO and other E A R  ORNAM ENTS
a n d .  P I N S
ot all descriptions and prices.
ST U D S A N D  S L E E V E  B U T T O N S.
FANCY GOODS,
of ali descriptions, such as :—SHAWL PINS, PORT- 
MONNAIES with and without Chains.
All kinds ot
B E A D S  A N D  B R A G E L E T T S .
AgooJ Stock o f C U T L E R T ,  A good assortment of
T O Y S ,  ■
FOR CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEARS
Stage and  R ailroad  N otice
STAGES w ill leave ROCKLAND for BATH every morn ing—Sundays excepted—at 2 o’clock and 6 1-8 o’clock, A. M. arriving at Bath in season to connect with 
the 1 o’clock A. M and 4 o’clock P M. Trains foi PORT- 
LA N D same evening.
RETURNING—w illleave BATH for W iscasset, Dam­
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, W arren,Thomaston and Rockland, 
on thearrlca l o f each train of cars nt Bath.
A Stage also leave* MAINE HOTEL, D n u x n r isc o ttn  
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the Stage from 
Rockland, every day except Sundays, passing by Damaris­
cotta Mills and through Aina, Whitefield, East Pittston 
and Pittston arriviug at Gardiner in time for the Boston 
train of cars.
RETURNING—Will leave Gardiner for the above nam­
ed places on the arrival of the Boston train of cars, arriv­
ing nt Damariscotta in season to connect with the Stage 
from Bath for Rockland. F a r e  $ 1 ,2 5 .
J . T . k  W. BERRY 3c CO., P boprietobs.
Rockland uan. 3,1856. 2tf
2 0  “ Cotton & W ool F lannel,
For 1 2  1.2 cen t*
10 Bales B row n Sheetings,
From G 1-4 to 8 ccutw
10 Ps. B lue, Grey and R ed Twilled
F lan n els ,
For 3 3  c e n ts
2 0  P ks. B lankets,
At very low prices.
And a large variety of every thing usually kept in our 
stock,
L O W E R  P R IC E S
T II .L Y  E V E R  B E F O R E .
J .  W. BROWN,
N o  4  B e r r y ’s  B lo c k
T . A . W E N T W O R T H
Is selling New Style
E C a t s  e t n e i  O  a  s
Cheaper than ever for Cash. 43
State Aasayers’ ?
Boston, August 6th 1857. y 
W illiam Robinson, Esq., No. 4 Hollingsworth, Street 
Baltimore, Md.
your request, I have 
ituated in Texas,Mil., on the line of the Northern Central Rail Road, 12 
miles north of the city of Baltimore 
I found that the quurriea furnished two kinds Limestone 
or Marble, one a largely Crystaline pure Carbonate of 
lime, and the other a line grained Dolomite, or Magnesinn 
Carbonate lime. The largely Crystaline Limestone, 
called •• Alum Slone,” is used chiefly lor making lime, 
and is burned in patent perpetual Kilns, with Wood which 
produce 400 bushels of excellent lime per day. This lime­
stone is also a handsome building material, though not so 
strong as the Dolomite,
I found that an average sample of it had a specific grav­
ity of 2. 697 and consequently a cubic foot of it will weigh 
168.562 pounds. Its strength is probably like that tested 
in Washington, from this immediate vicinity which re­
quired a force to crush it peitsquare inch equal to 8.057 
pounds.
On chemical analysis of the sample I took from your 
buarry I And this stone to yield, in one hundred parts by 
weight.
Carbonate of Lime 97. 9
Carbonate of Magnese and Iron I. 8
Insoluble Silicious matter o. 3
100.0
97.9 of Carbonate Lime contains 55.94 of lime.
I wish to make a contract for Quarrying Linr.e Stone, 
and burning Lime, ut the above place. Ten or more sober 
and industrious men can have constant employment, or 1 
would make a contract, with one person to Quarry the 
Slone and bum the Lime. To men who have had experi­
ence in the l ime business this will be a most desirable 
opportunity
WM. ROBINSON,
No. 4 Hollingsworth Street, Baltimore Md.
November 26,1857. 4w48
Send for it.
T H ® , T f  S? erbly iIIU,S tn ted ,MaRaZ,ine “ - I n  accordance with yot
A published in America, is the December number of the | exnInlnei, yi,ut Liraestone Q„arries, si
Cosmopolitan Art J ournal, containing over sixty 
splendid Engravings, and giving full particulars of the 
benefits of the Coemopolitan Art Association, two dollars 
a yea r; single copies fifty cents. Specimen copies will 
be sent to ali persons who wish to subscribe on receipt of 
five postage stamps, (15 cents.)
See advertisement headed “ Brilliant Prospectus” 
in this paper,
Address C. L. DERBY, Actuary C. A. A.,
548 Broadway, New York.
S. M . H A T C H , Honary Secretary, Rockland
November, 26, 185' 47tl
MESSER & YOUNG,
Are now Receiving
CORN,
FLOUR,
PORK,
LARD,
FISH,
W. I. GOODS and
GROCERIES,
A l N o . 2  B E E T H O V E N ' B L O C K , 
which will be sold C h e a p  fo r  Cawh«
N. B. Those that vish to buy low please call.
J . B. MESSER. A. YOUNG.
Rockland, Nov. 25, 1857. 49tf
H A T S  & C A P S .
M E N ’S B O Y S’ AND C H IL D R E N ’S
Soft Hats all Styles and Colors.
M EN ’S A ND  B O Y S’
Plush and Cloth Caps.
C H IL D R E N  S FA N C Y  CAPS.
All of which will be sold at the very L o w e s t  C a sh  
P r ic e s ,  at
BERRY & RICHARDSON’S.
P. S. A large lot of Ladies’ and Misses’ Gaiter Boots
at C o st.
Rockland, October 8, 1857. 41 if
M ETCALF & DUNCAN,
S H IP P IN G  & C O M M ISSIO N2MCex-dxa.xi.ts,
2  3  S O U T H  S T R E E T ,
N EW  YORK.
) June 3, (23)
IF YOU WISH TO BUY
r  tr ft $
CH EA P FOP. CASH GO TO
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S ,
Freedom Notice.
T ’O nil whom it may concern, this is to certify 
A that I have this day given io iny son SETH V. AL­
BEE Ilia lime, nud he is nt liberty to act, and transact 
business for himself, that I will claim none of his earn­
ings, not be accountable for any of his debts, or coutracta 
he m at make.
Given under my hand this twenty third day of Novem­
ber one thousand eight hundred fifty seven
8AHUEL ALBEE,
Rockland, Nov. 18, 1857 47lf
Q O O T S  FOR AOTII1VG
Will not be obtained ; but all persons in want of
BOOTS, SHOES OR R U B B E R S,
will find a good assortment nt a very low price, at the 
Store of
Rockland, Oct. 6.
2 0 0  B U S H E L S
NOVA SCOTIA POTATOES.
Store and for Sale by
46tf
500 Bushels Rock Salt,
RECEIVED by Bark Charm from Turks Is-land. For sale by
1500 Bushels Corn.
2 Q Q  BBLS FLOUR,
SUPERFINE,
EXTRA, and
DOUBLE EXTRA,
Just received by Sch Corvo from New York. For sale by
L. C. PEASE.
46cf ^ ° -  9 Kimball Block.
£ 3 0 0  B a r r e l s
RICHMOND FLOUR,
EXTRA,
FINE, and
SUPERFINE,
just landing from schr. Myers, and lor sale by
L. C. PEASE,
No. 9 Kimball Block.
Rockland, Dec. 3, 1857. 49tf
W iilton  Yarns.—For sale at whole- 
sale or retail at H. HATCH’S Millinery Rooms, 
No. 3 Lime Rock Street, a full assortment of the cele­
brated W il t o n  Y a r n # .
Rockland, Oct. 7, 1857. 41tf
Rood. Chance.
TPOR Men and Boy’s to get a good pair of 
A. THICK BOOTS by leaving the D im e *  with
JtocUud, Nov. 13. 1957,
BEKBY 4c RICHARDSON.
T H E  L A T E S T  F A L L  S T Y L E S
of every description which are the LATEST STYLE and 
selling very low.
All kinds of P r in t in g  n u d  L e t t e r  P a p e r  a n d  
P r in t in g  C a r d s
BLANKS of all Descriptions.
The best kinds of I n k s , W r i t in g  F lu id *  <Skc 
Keeps constantly on hand all kinds of P e r fu m e r ie s  
Also, on hand some very pretty PICTURES with and
without frames.
T im e *  a r c  h a r d  and any of the above GOODS 
can be purchased for C A S H  at a very small profit,
Rockland, Nov. 18, 1857. 3m47
BUY YOUR
B oots a n d  Shoes
at T. A. WENTWORTH’S, 
Cheap lor C ash. 43
WILLIAM BEATTIE, 
Counsellor and A ttorney at Law, 
STif R O C K LA N D  M A IN E .
R E  M O V A E .
L . O. P E A S E ,
D  ESPECTFULLY insorms hia friends and the 
LU public that he has removed to
N o . 9 K IM B A L L  B L O C K ,
the Store formerly occupied by Wilson 3c White, and will 
continue the sale of
Gore, F lour, W. I. Goods & Groceries.
Rockland, Nov- 10, 1857. 46tf
PA PER HA NGIN GS 
a .  a .  s  ie8
JS  closing out the balance of his large stock of
.2A.t C o s t .
A'OTT 7S T H E  T IM E  TO  B U T .
Rockland, Nov. 10, 1857. 46tf
W rapp ing  Paper.
S o  ® O
the place to find a large stock of all kinds
of Wrapping Paper.
He ia  S e l l in g  v e r y  L . i r .
Rookland, Nov. 10, 18S7
F o
9!
S C H O O L  B O O K S .
E. R. SPEAR,
HAS A VERY LARGE STOCK OF
JS © la. o  o  1  B o o K b
of all kind*, which will be sold at Wholesale or Retail. 
Towns in thia vicinity wishing to exchange their
O ld  R e a d e r i a a d  p u t in  S a r g e n t 's  n e w  arrlda  
will And it much to their advantage to call, <8 I will take 
Their Old Boohs and give New
at the same rates as the Publishers.
R O C K LA ND  BOOK STO R E.
T H E  D I S P E 1 Y
NOW OPENING AT THE
ROCKLAND ROOK STORE,
Has never been Excelled or Equalled.
ET P le a s e  c a l l  a n d  i
4«tf
t a m lo r .
E. B. SPEAR.
FOR SALE,
ON THE MOST REASONABLE TERMS FOR
O  .A. S  EC ,
School,
Law,
Medical,
Theological and
Miscellaneous
B O O K S .
Wholesale and Retail Manufacturer and Dealer in
P A G E D  B L A N K  B O O K S ,  fe e . ,  A c .
E. R. SPEAR,
46 tf Rockland Book Store.
HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
I  HAVE the best assortment of HOLIDAYPRESENTS ever offered in this State consisting of
BOOKS A ND  FA N C Y  GOODS,
of all kinds, ail of which will be sold at prices to cones* 
pond with the present dull limes, a t the
R O C K LA N D  BOOK ST O R E .
46tf E R. SPEAR.
Premium awarded to T. C. BUTLER, Derby 
Line, Vt., on M ILLER’S CONDITION 
POW DERS, for Horses & Colts, 
a t the Vermont State Fair, 
held at Burlington, V t., 
September 9, 10, 11 & 12, 1846.
M i l l e r
F O R  H O R SE S  A N D  C O L T S .
PRICE, TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
The changes of weather and season, with the changes 
of use and of ieed, have a very great effect upon the 
blood and sinuous fluids of Horses. At these changes 
they require an assistant to nature to throw off any dis­
order of the fluids of the body that may have been iin* 
bibed, and which, if not attended to, will result in the 
Yellow W ater, Heaves, Worms, Botts, Ac. All of which 
will be prevented by giving one or tw : of these Powders,
Spring or Fail, and will at any time cure wnere any symp­
toms of disease appear, if used in time.
They purify the blood, remove all inflamation and fe­
ver, loosen the skin, clean the water, and invigorath the 
whole body, enabling the animal to do more w ork with 
the same feed.
The action of these powders is directly upon the accre­
tive glands, and thetefore all diseases uising from or pro 
ducing a bad state of the blood, arc speedily cuied by 
them. Also colds and surfeit of any kind are cured by 
one or two of these po wders, if given according to direc­
tions.
In all cases of Horae Distemper, they should be given . n
a t the first symptom to prevent fevers, and in the last ; -LiOAr .D li-L A l? , 
atage, to carry off tne humors of the blood, and ty restore BKOW N BREAD,
a healthy action to the glands of the thtoat. CRACKERS,
We, the subscribers, hereby certify that we have used 
MILLER'S CFNDITION POWDERS for Horoes and 
Colts, prepared by T. C. BUTLER, Druggiit, Derby Line,
McGREGOR
IMPROVED FURNACE!
r ? ALWAYS gives PERFECT SATISFA C- T1ON, and ia the
Best Portable Fnrnace ever made.
I t  ia  u o  s m a ll  s to r e  a f f a ir ,
but something that can be made to
H E A T  FR O M  T H R E E  TO T W E L V E
IZ ja rg e  R o o m s ,
ttZT Always warranted to give satisfaction, or no sale. 
Manufactured and sold by
„  SAM’L M. VEaZIE.
Roc31and, Oct. 22, ’57. 3m43
W A N T E D  ! !
3  0  0 0
M E N  TO  B U Y  T H E IR
C L O T H I N G ,
H A T S  & C A P S .
A t JO S E P H  K A V FM A M ’S
C H E A P  CLOTHING S T O R E ,
O p p o s ite  C u s to m  H o u s e  B lo c k ,
CENTRE MAIN STREET.
Rockland, October 7, 1857. 41 tf .
Stoves! Stoves!
A T  N O , 3 B E E T H O V E N  B L O C K  
CAN BE FOUND THE
B E S T  A S S O R T M E N T  I N  T H E  C IT Y  1
which will be soid C h e a p e r  t h a n  th e  C h e a p e s t  1 
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
Job W ork  a n d  P lu m b in g
will be done at short notice, and wXrbakted.
S. M. VEAZIE.
Rockland, Oct. 38 ’57. 43
FU R S, FU R S.
HATS AND CAPS,
BOOTS AND SHO ES,
'T 'H E  Subscriber has just returned fromI  NEW  YORK, BOSTON and PORTLAND, with a
L a r g e  S to c k  of
L A D IE S ' F A N C Y  FU RS,
of all descriptioni.
NEW STYLES
ZEZEatjs a n d C a p s i ,
C U S T O M  M A D E
BOOTS,
SHOES and
RU B BERS.
Buffalo Robes a n d  Goats.
GENTS’ GLOVES AND MITTENS AND
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.
All of which were purchased Wholly for C a sk  and 
will he SOLD at a very s m a l l  p r o f it .
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ,
N o . 2 S p o ffo rd  B lo c k ,
Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
Rockland, October 7, 1857. 4 ltf
T H E  B A K E R Y
A T  T H E  B R O O K .
'THE Subscriber having leased the BAKERY 
-i- at the Brook and having completely remodelled and 
fitted up the same, is now prepared to furnish the citizens 
m that vicinity and the public generally with
NO. 2 SPOFFORD BLOCK,
R O C K L A N D , M E .
T H A T ’S  W H E R E  E V E R Y B O D Y
BUY THEIR
HATS & CAPS
AND HE HAS
J U S T  R E C E I V E D
THE
FALLSTYLES
FOR
1 8 5 7 ,
WHICH FOR ELEGANCE OF STYLE, NEATNESS 
OF FINISH AND DURABILITY CA’NT
Z B  ©  Z B  ©  a , t  ;
And they were b o u g h t  w h o l ly  fo r  C A S H , conse­
quently they C A N  a n d  w i l l  b e SO L D  at a very 
lo w  F ig u r e .
Rockland, Sept. 1, 1857. 36tf
ZKTB’W
DRY GOODS STORE.
NEW STOCK.
THE centrally located and popular DRY G O O D S S T O R E , formerly kepi by Messrs. WIL- 
SON fe CASE bus been taken by
J O H N  NL. G O U L D ,
(formerly with B W . LOTHROP,) 
where may be lound a NEW and complete assortment o
Z D  Z B . Y  G - O  O  Z D  S
A N D  F A N C Y  A R T IC L E S .
consisting of almost every article usually called for in this 
line of trade. These goods have all been bought within 
(he last thirty days for C a»li arid under the most favor­
able circumstances, and will be offered for saie at lower 
prices than the same quality of articles have ever been 
sold for in this or any other market. There never has 
seen a time (or at least for several years) when
FA S H IO N A B L E  D R Y  GOODS
Fashionable Seasonable D ry Goods at
G R E A T  B A R G A IN S
are particularly invited to call and see
T H E S E  T H I N G S ,
and learn how cheap we sell them.
The Stock will be freely shown and no one urged to buy
unless they feel it .o be for their own interest to do so.
J. M. GOULD.
Rockland, Aug. 4, 1857. 32tf
a u d  P A S T R Y  o f  a l l  d e s c r ip t io n s .  
B R E A D  A X D  B E A N S  baked every SATURDAY
Vt., and ihink them the best powders for Horses and (D* lie  will also continue the BAKERY on Sea Street, 
Colts that a e out of condition, that we have ever used.— where as heretofoie will be found every thing in bin line 
W e would recommend them to Farmers, Stnge Compa- i of business.
jiies, 8tablemen and others, dealing in or keeping Horses 
and Colts.
They will dean the worms and Botts out of the Hurae’t 
Stomach, and give him a good appetite for his food, aud e 
good coat.
They are also good for the Heaxes, and for a Cough, i ~  “
and they have been highly recommended for the cure of j  H O K f l . K T . f t m  E X p P e S S  C O i  
WORMS AND BOTTS IN COLTS. *
They clean the water, loosen the skin, and invigorate 
the whole body, enabling the horse to do more work with 
the same feed. Signed by
TIMOTHY W INN—Mr. Butler would say that Mr.
Winn is the proprietor of the Canada House and Stage 
office on Stanstead Plain, and was for many yesrs propri­
etor of the Derby Line House, at Derby Line, Vt., where 
he raised the black coll called the Know Nothing, which 
was sold at $1800 at fonr years old.
ERASTLS LEE—Mr. Lee is one of the most extensive
JAMES R. MERROW.
0 . G. M OFFITT’S
Just opened and now ready for SALE
V E R Y  F U L L  S T O C K  O P  
@4
J .  R . M . Will furnish C r a c k e r s  a n d  H a r d  
B r e a d  nt wholesale as CHEAP as they can be bought , 
at any other establishment in the Country.
Rockland, Sept. 23, 1357. 29tf ,
IpO R M E D  by the combination of the Ex-
J- press Companies of
j 1I0DGMAN CARR & CO.,
CARPENTER & CO.,
WINSLOW & CO.,
Will continue the Express business between B o sto n  
farmers in Eastern Canada, and has raised some very val- n “ <J S ta te  o f  M a in e . •
, . . . . .  The Express will leave Rockland for Boston by Steamer
uable horses, which he has sold at high prices. This gen- MENEMON SANFORD every Monday and Thursday at 
tleman raised and sold the bay horse called Charley, 5 o’clock, P. M.
which was afterwaids sold for $1000 and taken to France.
He also raised and sold the horse called Bony, which has 
been taken to California acd is held at $15,050. Mr. Lee 
keeps from 40 to 50 hoises and calls, aud makes great use 
of Miller’s Condition Powders.
W . H. HOYT—Keeps the Lyndon House and Livery
Stable at Lyndon, Vt.
H. HEATH—Drives from Lyndon to 8t. Johnsliury.
A. B. FLINT—St. Johnsbury, Vt.. Dealer in Horses. 
GEO. A. MERRILL—St. Johnsbury, Vt., Masthr Trans­
portation on Railroad.
H. A. QUIMBY—Merchant, Lyndon Centre, Vt., and 
keeps the Powders for sale.
H. M. NICHOLS—Merchant, Lyndon Centre, Vt., and 
keeps the Powders for sale.
We, the uddersigned, fully concur in the above recom* 
znendaiionof Milier’s Condition Powders.
CHARLES SAGER—Livery Stable Keeper, Portland. 
JOHN A. Marr “ “ “ u
GEO. WEBSTER 41 “  91 “
O. C. FROS1—Owner of Hacks and Livery Stabie
Keeper, Portland.
SAMUEL A. NILES—Owner of Hacks and Livery Sta­
ble Keeper, Auburn.
C . L. FRENCH—Owner of Line Stsges, Auburn to
North Turner.
PEEPAKED AND SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
B y  T . C. B U T L E R , D e r b y  L in e , V t.
C. W . ATWELL, Deering Block, Market Square,
Portland, General Agent for Maine.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock­
land, and sold by Druggist and Dealers in Mediciues 
generally. ^7tf
“ F A I R S  A N  K S ’
CELEBRATED
S  O  A  Ij E  S  ,
OF EVERY VARIETY,
34 Kilby Street B O ST O N ,
G R E E N L E A F  Ac B R O W N , A y c n to .
A full assortment of all kinds of weighing apparatus
and store furniture for sale at low rates. Railroad, Hay, 
and Coni Scales set in any part of the country.
Ma> 7, 1857. 19Jy
Return Wednesday and Saturday mornings.
Office in Boston, 3 5  C o u r t S q u a r e .
E. l . LOVEJOY, Jgen t.
Rockland, May 1, 1857. 19tf
ZBZFLY^ZIXrT’S
IN D E P E N D E N T  E X P R E S S .
B A N G O R , R O C K L A N D  A N D  B O S T O N .
I EAVES Rockland for Boston, every Monday-J and Thursday at 5 o’clock, P. M., per Steamer
M . S a n f o r d .
M o n e y , P a c k a g e s ,  O rd er s  &c.,' 
taken and delivered and B il l s  and N o t e s  collected with 
promptness and dispatch
O ffices— Spofford Block, up Stairs, Rockland. No. II 
State Street, Boston.
E. H. COCHRAN, Agent.
Rockland, May 11, 1856. 20tf
H . O. B R E W E R  & C O .,
Shipping and Commission Merchants.
M O B IL E , A L A .
H . O. Brewer,
A. J. Ingersoll. Sept. 17, 1657. 6m88
Law  Notice.
HAVING opened a Law Office in the city of Rockland, under the firm name of 
S A M U E L  C . fe W M . F E S S E N D E N .
We are ready to attend to such professional business a.- 
may be entrusted to our caie.
Samuel c. fessenden,
WILLIAM FESSENDEN
Rockland. July 30, 1857. ' 821 y
H. B. EATON, M. D.
H O M EO PA T H IC  PH Y SIC IA N  &c.
MEMBER OF TUE MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Member o f the Homapalhic College of Health <f c.
DOCTOR EATON keeps constantly on hand the Vari­
ous Ilomcepathic Medicines.
B O O K S , M E D I C I N E  C H E S T S , E T C .
Calls left at the Telegraph Office in Rockland, or at his 
residence in Rockport will be promptly attended to.
Rockport, Oct 1856. 1)'24
G. D. SM ITH
T E A C H E R  O F  P IA N O  F O R T E ,  
V o c a liza tio n  a n d  H a rm o n y , 
YXIOULD respectfully inform the public, thnt 
VV he can be found nt MORSE BROTHERS, Music
II. G. Berry,
W. A. Farnsworth,
F. Cobb,
W . 11. Titcomb,
1. K. Kimball, 
Rockland, April 15, 1857.
A. C. Spalding, 
N. A. Farwell, 
T. Williams,
T. Berry,
JA CO B ROSEVELT t  SON.
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
DEALERS IN
CORDAGE, OIL, PAINT, TAR, PITC H  
OAKUM & c.
S H I P  S T O Z R . Z E S ,
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES,
2 2  S O U T H  S T ., It 3 3  C O E N T IE S  S L I P ,  
N E W  Y O R K .
Manila Rope, Tar’d Rope, Anchors and Chains, Bunting, 
Fings, While Lead, Paint Oil, Lamp Oil, Patent Wind- 
lasses, dec. __
S T O R A G E .
JACOB ROSEVELT. MARCUS ROSEVELT.
April 23, 1857. ____  1" D'
To th e  Ladies o f Rockland. 
MRS. J . R. ALBEE,
A GRADUATE of the Female Medical Col- lege of Boston, and Member ol the Female Medical 
Association, Mass. After a successive practice of nine 
years, still offers her services to the Ladies of Rockland 
and the neighboring communities in the profession of
M I D  W  I  F  E  R  Y ,
and Physician in female complaints.
R e s id e n c e — Corner ot Union and Willow Sts. 
Rockland, Jan. 6,1857. Ib*2
H ARRIM AN & Co.,
S H IPP IN G  AND COMMISSION
m Z e x -c Z tx ^ x x ts ,
25 COENTIES SLIP,
J . Harriman. ?
Geo. C. Harriman, y N E W  Y O R K .
H. <fc CO. solicit consignments of Litn * A c. Also buy
and ship Provisions, Corn and Flour.
July 1, 1857. Iy27*___
FRANCIS HARRINGTON
manufacturer of
B L O C K S  & P U M P S ,
A T  S T E A M  M IL L , U P  S T A IR S ,
ROCKLAND, ME,
February, 18, 1857. : 8tf
N. T insley 1’atk 
ATTHEWS.
BRIDGFORD, & CO.,
GENERAL COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
M E H . C H  A M T S ,
ON THE CORNER 20 DOCK AND CAREY STS.,
R IC H M O N D, VA.
They will make liberal C a sh  A d v a n c e #  o n  C o n -  
H iguuiciitH  to their address. They also will attend 
particularly to orders for the purchase of
FLO U R . F E E D . C oR N , & c.
References—The Merchants of Richmond generally.
February 18, 1657. 8lf
J . C . L IB B Y  &, S O N ,
HAVING purchased of Geo. L. Smith his extensive stock of
Stoves a n d  H a rd -W a re ,
cud having since the purchase received and are still receiv­
ing from Bostou and elsewhere large additions to the stock, 
feel that we are now prepared to offer to the patrons of 
this well known stand and the public generally, us good 
an assortment in our lin e  u» cun be found in the County 5 
and by close application and prom pi liess in our business 
hope to receive our share of the public patronage.
Rocklam*, O'»t. 21,1856. 43tf
A. PA R K E R ,
s a i l -  ZRZ£ a  Is . © 1*
S P E A R ’S W H A R F
ROCKLAND, ME,
L e s s  th a n  C o st.
T. A. W ENTW ORTH,
HAS A LOT OF
M E N 'S  & B O Y S ’
W IN T E R  CAPS
A little out ol style, that he will sell without regard to
C ost.
Rockland, Oct. 29, 1857. 44tf
Houses for Sale.
A ONE and One-half Story Dwelling House 
on Cottage Street, nearly new, with large lot of land, 
formerly owned by John II. Osgood. Also two houses
on Pleasant Street, will be sold low. Enquire of
W. A. FARNSWORTH.
Rockland, Nov. 4, 1857.
F i r e  I n s u r a n c e .
E. H. C O C H R A N ’ S
IR SU R A N C E AGENCY,
S P O F F O R D  B L O C K , M A I N  S T .,
R O C K L A N D .
E. H . C O C H R A N ,
WILL TAKE RISKS ON
DW ELLIN G  HO USES,
H O U SE H O L D  F U R N IT U R E ,
ST O R E S,
STOCKS O F GOODS, 
FIN ISH IN G  R ISK S ON BU ILD ING S
in process of construction, and all other In ­
surable property, in the following companies, 
known to be safe and prompt in the adjust­
ment of their losses.
Insurance effected in Stock Companies or 
M utual. as applicants prefer.
M A IN E IN SU R A N C E COMPANY,
A U G U S T A , M E .
C a p i t a l  $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
J . H. W illiams, Sec’y. J . L. Cutler, Pres’t.
C harter Oak F ire  and N arine  Co.
H A R T F O R D .  C O N N .
C A P IT A L , 8 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
J oseph H. Sprague, Sec’y. R alph Gil le t t , Pres’t
Conway F ire  Insurance Company.
C O N W A Y , M A S S .
C A P IT A L  A N D  A S S E T S , 8 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
) C. Rogers, Sec’y. J . d . W hitney, Pres’t.
H A M PD EN  IN SU R A N C E CO.
S P R I N G F I E L D , M A SS . 0 
C a p i t a l  a n d  A s s e t s  $ 2 2 0 , 0 0 0  
J. C. Pynchon, Sec’y. W m. B. Calhoun, Pres’t.
B r id g e p o r t  F i r e  a n d  M a r i n e  Co
B R I D O E P O t tT ,  C O N N .
C A P IT A L , 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
J. II. W ashburn, Sec y. II. W. Chatfield , Pres’t.
Holyoke M utual F ire  Insurance Co.
S A L E M ,  M A S S .
C A P IT A L  A N D  A S S E T T S , 8 3 3 0 ,0 0 0 .
J .  T. P.v bn ham, Sec’y. Augustus Story, Pres’t,
TRADERS’ AND MECHANICS’ CO. 
L O W E L L ,  M A S S .  
C a p i t a l ,  5 0 , 0 0 0 .
E. F. Sherman, Sec’y. J . Converse, Frcs't.
^GREENFIELD INSURANCE CO.
G R E E N F I E L D , M A SS.
W. T. Davis, Sec’y. Ira Abercrombie, Pres’t.
Thom aston M utual Insurance Co.
T H O M A S T O N , M E .
Wm. R. Keith , Sec’y  E. Robinson, Pres’t
G reat F a lls  M utual Company.
SOMERSWORTH, N. II.
II. Y. Haves, Sec’y. I. G. J ordan. President.
A t l a n t i c  M u t u a l  C o m p a n y ,  
E X E T E R ,  N . I I .
Mm. P. Moulton, Sec’y. M. Sanborn, President.
A  F R E S H  S T O C K
— OF—
FALL AND W INTER
k lA P J
J u s t  R e c e iv e d  by
D E A N  S T A B L E R
ZMZ©x?cZkxa.ixt T a i l o r ,
W I L S O N
K o c k ln n d , M e .
DR. SANFORD’S
I N V I G O R A T O R
or Liver  remedy  !
rpHIS IS ONE OF THE To all who will follow 
A  8r.ealesl scientific med- • these directions a cure is 
ical discoveries ever made, positively guaranteed.— 
and is daily wot king curebQg 8itk Headache can be cured 
almost too great to believe “  by the use of two tea- 
It cures us if by magic spoonsful laken as soon as 
even the first dose g iv in g ^  the attack is felt 
benefit, and seldom more The Invigoraior never 
than one bottle i? re q u ired r, fails to cure sour stomach 
to cure any kind of LiverC^ or the bad effects experi- 
Compluint. from the worst enced after euting.
Jaundice or Dy.pep.ia t,; < j
a common headache, all o f ^ i  j-— 
which are the result of a i 
Diseased Liver.
troublesome io those who 
The Liver is one of rhe^^  l’Ake the Invigoraior. 
principal regulator, o f Ih e U  For | , w  or j  
human body and when it dice, nothing In the known 
performs ns functions well,r h  world acts Jo fullv or cur •* 
the powers of the systemw / .luirk,v -.s ih- are fully developed. T h e _  or. 1 HVeJm“  « Hnye?l lX *
ness and unnatural color 
irorn the skin.
readily to one bottle, and 
, Chronic Diarrhcen, difficult
stomach is almost entirely!1 
dependant on the healthy
TS1
©
u
z n
P h
P 3
G O
c c
o
H
TAUCK, Trimmings,Bolt Ropeund Twine con- \v«. p. Mooi.ton. 3 cc 
A/ constantly on hand or furnished at short notice.
— A L S O —
Bunting of all kinds. Colors and Flags of every descrip 
lion. Tents, Awnings, Ac., made to order in good style.
Orders in the above line will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1855. " 6m44
l . w .  h o w e s ~
C 0 U N S E L L 0  R A T L A W ,
K I M B A L L  B L O K .
Rockland, Me.
Strict attention given to B o u n ty  L a u d  C ln iin x .
THE above named lias just removed from Belfast, where 
he has been ill a very active practice about eight years; 
about one half of which periodhe was of the then firm of 
Abbott A Howes.
On account of his extensive acquaintance in Waldo 
County he w.ll continue to do business in the Courts there 
as well as in Lincoln.
Rockland, March 22, 1855
PETER THACKER & BROTHER?-
A ttorneys and Counsellors a t  Law,
O F F I C E , N O . 2  K I M B A L L  B L O C K ,
MAIN STREET.................................... ROCKLAND, ME.
P eter T hacher, r. p e . T hacher.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856. 48tf
Consisting in part ol
S U P E R IO R  H E A V Y  B L U E  PILOTS
FOR OVERCOATS.
UNION PILO TS
FOR OVERCOATS.
C O M M O N  P I L O T S
▼ery lo w  p r ic e d .
G E R M A N  A X D  A M E R IC A N
F A N C Y C A S S IM E R E S <$• D O E SK IN S,
BLACK, BROWN, and BLUE CLOTH i [Wa CnEEW.| 
of various qualities. '
VESTINGS.
SUPERIOR RICH SILK VELVET VESTINGS,
WORSTED and COMMON VESTINGS in great variety.
— A L S O —
Low priced FANCY CASSIMERES for B o y s ’ P a u la  
tat the article for winter wear.
especially called to my
Ready-M ade Clothing,
AND G EN TS’ FU R N ISH IN G  GOODS,
which will be found the largest and cheapest in the 
market. ■
Also a large lot of
Trunks, Valises, Carpel Bags, Umbrellas,
and all othei goods usually found i
Rockluud, October 7,
THORNDIKE HOTEL,
R O C K L A N D  M A IN E .
— B Y —
S . G . D E N N I S .
Rockiaud, Jan 15, 1656.
G E O . L. H A T C H , 
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION 
M E R C H A N T ,
22 S o u th  S t r e e t ,  (U p S ta ir s ,
32‘f N E W  Y O R K .
FARMERS’ & MECHANICS’ MUTUAL CO.
G O R H A M , M A I X E .
J . P ierce, Sec’y Daniel fl. Clement,'P res’t.
R O C K IN G H A M  M U T U A L  CO.
|E  X E T  E R , N . H .
M. Sanborn, Pres’t.
F I F E  IJrSFie^BA'CE
effected in R e l ia b le  C o n ip a n icN .
P. S.—E. H. COCHRAN is devoting his
whole time to the Insurance business, and 
pledges himself to give the most careful a t­
tention to all business in the above line. 
Rockland, November 12, 1857. 4Gtf
H U D S O N ’S
AMERICAN SALVE
AND
B U R N  O I N T M E N T .
'THIS compound has stood the test and gained 
the favor of thousands, in the New England States 
and British Provinces, for the cure of—Burns, Scalds and
Cuts, Bruises, Sore Lips and Eye Lids, Chapped hands 
and arms. Sore Nipples, Diseases of the Skin, Inflainalioii, 
Piles, Salt Rheum. Chilblains, Bites of Mosquitoes, Spi­
ders, Fleas, Bedbugs, und Insects of all kinds, Sores on 
Children, Wounds from Iron, Pain in the Side and Back, 
Chafes, Burns, Boils, dec., and is good In all cases where 
an outward application is required.
For further j»ai ticulars see bills accompanying each box 
P R I C E , 2 5  C E X T S .
JOSEPH HUDSON, Sole Propietor, Mattanoiselt, 
Mass., and for sale by Dealers in Drugs and Medicines 
generally.
Sold iu Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIG- 
G!N, Agents for this city and vicinity.
J. P. HALL, only travelling agent.
September 16, 1857. 6m38
F A L L  AND W IN T E R
M I L L I N E R Y .
H .  H J U T C H ,
A t K o . 3  L I M E  R O C K  S T R E E T .
Pi now offering to the Ladies of Rockland a*:d vicinity a choice 
stock of carefully selected
M i l l i n e r y  G o o d s ,
adapted to the approaching season, 
which will be sold wholesale or retail 
at the lowest price lor CASH. Ladies 
will please call and Examine before 
purchasing.
Rockland, Oct.7, fiaU
Lim e Island tor Sale.
T O  close the estato of the 1I0N. ERASTUS 
L FOOTE, late of Wiscasset, deceased, the well known 
Lime Island, situated in Penobscot Bay, about four miles 
from Camden narbor, is offered for sale. It contains about 
thiuty acres, and is composed almost entirely of Liine 
rock some of which is of the most valuable quality.— 
The rock has been tested by eminent Geologists, and its 
whiteness and purity are beyond question. A rare oppor­
tunity is offered to capitalists to secure quarries of as 
choice rock as can be found in the country. Apply to the 
subscriber at Wiscasset, Maine.
ELIZA FOOTE, Administratrix. 
Wiscasset, Oct. 29.1857. 3m45
CLOAKING GOODS.
J .  W. BROWN,
HAS on hand a great variety of CLOAKSand
SLA.ZKTZF’OZEI.ZD’S
$ 1 , 0 0 0  
PA TEN T PO RTA BLE
CHALLENGE HEATER.
pO R  warming with pure air 
P R I V A T E  a n d  P U B L I C  R O O M S . H A L L S  
S tu d ic ii, C h u r c h e s , S to re *  & c .,
with or without REGISTERS, the most P o w e r fu l  
H e a t e r ,  and the greatest
F U E L  S A V E R
IN THE KNOWN WORLD.
This Heater when, set in  CELLARS fo r  
heating Rooms over it. has an Oven 
attached which Bakes admirably.
It is compart and simple in its arrangements, consumes 
less fuel for the same space healed than any other furnace 
now in use. These Heateis or Furnaces, are for sale, and 
will be put up by the subscribers, and warranted to do all 
they are recommended o r  u o  s a le .
J. C. LIBBY & SON.
Rockland, September 16,1857. iidif
ICiias A. Fakwell.1
CREEVY & FA RW ELL,
Commission Merchants, and Ship 
BROKERS.
Agents for “  The Eagle L ine” New York 
Packets,
3 9  N A T C H E Z  S T R E E T ,
44 tf_____________________ N EW ORLEA NS.
N. BOYNTON & CO.
Commission merchants,
AND SELLINO AGENTS FOR THE
RO B BIN S CORDAGE CO.,
P L Y M O U T H , M A SS .
R U SSELL M ILLS, and Mt. V ERN O N
DUCK COM PANY’S,
are prepared to furnish Coruage and Duck of the best 
quality, at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
N BOYNTON, ) No. 134
E BOYNTON, JR C Commercial Block, 
A FH E R V E Y  ) BOSTON. 16iy
THOM AS FRYE,
Physician and Surgeon,
OFFICE No. 4 Kimball Block, overthestore of J . Wake field DwelliugHouse on Spring Street, opposite Dirigo 
Engine House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT, 
will be promptly uttended to- 43 ly
Nov. 10 1854.
B U R D E N ’ S
Pressed Eoat, Ship, Brad and C ounter­
sunk R ailroad Spikes
ARE well known in the United States, and are conspicuous for their regularity and finish, their un­
varying uniformity of size, and lor the excellent quality of 
the ir'On from which they are made, to which ii ay be at­
tributed their rare strength. They are everywhere con­
sidered far superior to the hand-inade spike of common 
English iron, and inferior to nothing of the kind yet in­
troduced to the public.
For particulars and samples, apply to
B L O D G E T , B R O W N  &. C O .,
8 0  nn<l 8 2  P e a r l  S i . ,  B o s to u , M a ss .
- 511yDec. 18, 1856.
ROBERT AND ERSO N ,
ZD © n  t  y r  JS Zfci. © r  ±
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Jadnarv, 7, 1R57. 2tf
C O A L, OO^a.XL«, C O A L.
'^Y’llITE ASH, suitable fur burning in 
F U R N A C E S A N D  G R A T E S ,
will he sold cheap for C a sh  by
G. W. BERR
Rockland. Sept. 7, 1857. 37tf
C L O A K I N G  
ia every shade nod price.
Rvcklafld, »spt. 23, 1357.
G O O D S
Piano Fortes tor Sale.
ANE new Piano of fine tone, and one second 
V* hand Piano in good order wii) be .old low for C a .b .  
Apply to
JOHN COLLINS, 
Corner of Grove and Union Sta,
P ia n o  F a n e .  R e p a ir e d  a n d  T o n e d .
.Rockland, AprU IS, U57, l«tf
L o a t H o r  S t o r e .
L. C. BU RK ETT,
YVO ULD announce to citizens of Rockland 
’  ’ an«l vicinity that he has opened a S T O R E  in the 
J. P- FISH building near the brook, where may be found 
all kinds of
SOLE AND U P P E R  L E A T H E R ,
LININGS AND FINDINGS OF ALL KINDS, 
T R U X K S , V A L IS E S , C A R P E T  B A G S Acc„ 
for sale wholesale or retail at the lowest CASH PRICE. 
Those in want of any of the above articles will please 
call.
N.
)alft
Rockiaud. Feb. 16, 1857.
R ockland  Book Bindery-
W ILLIA M  A. BARKER.
B o o l t  ZB i  n . d  © i-
--- AND —
B L A N K  B O O K  M A N U F A C TU R E R ,
S p o ffo rd  B lo c k . M a in  S i.  R o c k la n d *
(Over E. R. SPEAR’S Bookstore)
P L A I N  A X D  O R X A M E X T A L  B I N D I N G  
of every description executed with ne-nness and despatch.
Blank Books Puled to Pattern and made to order.
N. B. Particular attention paid to binding Musie, Mag­
azines Ac., Ac. Old Books Re-bound.
Rockland, June 17, 1857 25tf
Notice.
T-IIB firm of INGRAHAM & THURSTON 
A having been dissolved, the undersigned would re­
spectfully inform iheir friends that they are ready at ihe 
bhops recently occupied by INGRAHAM <fc THURSTON 
to receive orders for all kinds of
C a s t i n g s ,
ds of work In their line th 
in this vicinity at rates that cannot full r
PHILO THURSTON St CO. 
J oseph IxobaHam, J r ., J onathan Spear.
Philo T hubston.
Rockland, Jtuxt 17,1857. 85tf
W E B S T E R  H O U S E ,
No, 382 Hanover st., Boston.
P r ic e s  R e d u c e d .
This House is one of the pleasantest in the city—new, 
beautifully located, elenantly furnished, anil fitted with all 
the modern conveniences. A short distance from the 
Railroad Stations, and still affording to the visitor a quiet 
retreat noi usually found in our city hotels. To families 
and permanent boarders it presents a very favorable op­
portunity to locute themselves pleasantly on reasonable 
terms.
The proprietor, desirous of favoring his patrons ns much 
at possible, has resolved to reduce lii< price from 81 50 to 
$1 25 per day. I. SAMPSON, Proprietor,
332 llunover street, Boston.
Oct. 27, 1857. 6w44
Sargent’s Readers.
E R, SPEAR will aell Sargeant’.  Reader* at • Bauoa diIcm by wholmlt
For Night Mare, take a 
Jose before retiring, and It 
i is wariunted a surepreven- 
I tative.
proper performance of it&F 
functions. When the stom­
ach is at fault, the bow tls^F  1 
j are at fault, anti the w liole^^ 1 
J system suffers in conse-.
; quence of one organ—
Liver—having ceased to do dy. as it removes the cause 
' its duty. For the diseases of the disease.
of that organ, one of thef t^  Costiveness cannot exist 
i proprietors has mude it hi-.** where the Invigoratur is 
study, in a practice of more freely taken, while Cholic 
j than twenty years, to findEcJ yielc readily to a lew doses.
some remedy wherewith io ____
counteract the many de-u. «. _  . .
| rangements to which it i -^ ^  ii umust known that 
! lihb,e all these ar j Liver diseases,
would cull attention to my place [of business and to ' To prove that this reme-1—| Uver “ o d  Vo 
the entirely. I dy i, at last found, any per- needs’ a L.ver median”
,rer^ ]  and one of great power.— 
any of ii„l-1 T |le l„v,goiaior is auch a
W H I T E ’S
§  a  © ©
F resh  Stock o f  Cloths
now on SALE and adapted to the SEASON, consisting o
FRENCH,
GERMAN, and
ENGLISH
BROADCLOTHS,
DOESKINS,
CASSIMERES,
ENGLISH PILOTS,
BEAVERS and
KERSEYS
FOR OVERCOATS.
A large variety of
V E S T I N G S ,
Velvets,
Satins,
Cashmeres and
 For Female Obstructions 
theHH it is a safe and sure reme-
troubled
Complaint in
forms, has but to try a hot- medicine} it has medicinal 
lie, and conviction is cer- powers, never before dis 
, CO covered, Hint will cure all
A compound has been diseases of the Liver uo 
formed by dissolving gBIos,- mailer of how long sisnd- 
aiid exlraclinjr Hint part ing oe what msy he their 
which is soluble for the ac Q  form. The active medi- 
tive virtues of llie m e d i-^  cinnl virtues extracted front 
cine. These gums remove the gums used is such as to 
all morbid or laid matlerQC he astonishing io all who
from .1,0 ...................... . . . I . .  I— l 8ee , | , eir e(r„ . , B for Jione
can use the medicine with 
. . , ,  v ’- '  our w aiving benefl . It
the stomach causing food acts as a gentle Caihaitlc 
to digest well, purif\ irigr^, and should alwnvs be taken 
the blood, giving lone a n d i n  sufficient quantities u>
healih to the whole nia-^__operate on thebewelsgent-
chmery, rcmo.ing , 1 , .^  ]y. The best way to lake 
tail.es ol Hie disease slide—I it is to lake the medicine 
effecting a radical cure in the nioulh, then take 
without any of the d isa-^J some wmer and swsllow 
; ’ I '
 the system, sup ply-1 
ing in their place a healthy^^ ( 
bow of bile, invigoratin 'tQ  <
greeable after effects, felt both t 
by using Calomel or Min- ,he medicine will scarcely 
eral Poison, that are usual-GQ be tasted.
ly resorted to.
SANFORD CO.. Proprietors,
345 Broadway New York.
ther. In this way
Grenedines, _______ j
To suit tile most particular tastes, and which will be made t' ° ’’
to order and at prices for C a sh  to defy competition. *?e" 1 J ’ Ru"a<;11 S|>«l>hiig, 27 Tremt» r er a  at rices f r w
ALSO,—A good selection of
C L O T H S  fo r  B O Y S ’ A X D  C A I L D R E X .
Y o u  i l l ’s  C lo th cn  made to order at short notice,
C U S T O M -M A D E  C L O T H IN G ,
ol his own manufacture, which he will warrant none to 
excel, Hiid will sell at extrrmey low prices.
G EN T’S FU R N ISH IN G  GOODS,
in great variety.
ALSO,—A large variety of
U N D E R  S H IR T S  A N D  D R A W E R S .
D . S T A B L E R  would most respectfully return his 
sincere tlienks to his friends and the public generally for 
the liberal patronage bestowed upon him, with the re­
quest that they would agiiii call before purchasing.
Particular attention paid to the cutting of garments to
c . . . . .  -  ------------ ------- -• TremonSt..opposite Museum.
II. H. Ha Y. Wholesale Agent for Portland.
I C. P. FESSENDEN, Druggist, Wholesale and Retail 
| Agent for Rockland. 3m39
M erchan t’s G arg ling  OH.
IS the best Embrocation for all ca-ies when a
L  liniment IS required, that was ever prepared, while for
be made <
Rockland. Sept 30, 1857. 40tf
AMERICAN & FOREIGN PATENTS.
R .  I I .  E D D Y ,  
S O L IC IT O R  OF P A T E N T S ,
(Late Agent of U. S Patent Office , W ashington, 
UNDER THE ACT OF 1836 )
7G S T A T E  S T ., o p p o s ite  K ilb y  a t., B o s to n ,
AFTER an extensive practice of upwards ot twenty years, continues to secure Patents in the United 
States-, also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign 
countries. Caveats,Specifications, Assignments, and all 
Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liberal terms, 
and with despatch. Researches made into American or 
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pa­
tents or Inventions,—and legal or other advice rendered in 
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of 
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign­
ments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is not only the largest in New England, but 
through it inventors have advantages for secur ng patents, 
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass­
ed l»y, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be 
offered them ehewhere. The testimonials below given 
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA­
TENT OFFICE than the subseiber ; and as SUCCESS
horses and cattle it stands unsurpa
■ back, sides and limbs it acts like nn
Extract from a Letter dated Conneautville, Pa.,
Sept. 16, 1856.
I never sold a Medicine that gives so perfect satisfaction 
as the Gargling Oil.
Respectfully, I. \v . PATTON.
Extract of a Letter Dated Meredith Bridge, N H.
July 20, 1854
, Messrs. M. II. T ucker A Co.: Gents,—The article 
(Garglii.g Oil) thus far proves all that it is recommended j 
it is a good medicine, no mistake. Those who have used
■ it wont do without it. Send e box at once.
Youra, j .  v. barron & co,
1 Extract of a Letter from L. Beecher, dated Kent, Cl 
' May 24, 1856.
Gents,—I have sold the entire stock of Gargling Oil, 
and it is good and effective.
From E. H. Parker, Buekst ort. Me., December 25, 1S56.
I have sold a large number of bottles of jo u r Gar-ding
Oil to be used in the cure of Rheumatism, and have not 
known it to fail in any one case. There is u -'real call 
and sales increase.
Extract of a Letter from Bethuel Farley, dated Marlow 
N. H. August 4, 1856. #
Your Medicine gives satisfaction to all who have used it 
and takes the lead of any article of the Liniment kind in*
For pains iu the
Extract of
THE BEST PROOF OF A VANTAGES AND ABILITY, popular liniments for h
Letter from Messrs. Cummings, Thomp 
son Co. dated Lisbon, N. If.. Dec. 22, 1854.
As you will see, the invoice of Gargling Oil has nearly 
nil been sold, and we are pleased to say that we have 
never sold « Medicine which has given'm ore universal 
satisfaction.
From N. T . Smith, Williamstown, Mass, March 29, 1857 
\  our Gurgling Oil gives great satisfaction.
From the Louisville (Ky.) Daily Democrat, of June 4, 1856. 
Merchant’s Gargling Oil has become one of the most
uld add that lit
offer supt 
All nee 
patent, ui
ventors.
fie>h that is now prepared, 
has KO e qual in ilu world.—
. Used it lor the piles—
hum is a distinguished physician—that among all 
various pile remedies, n.-ne afforded such speedy relief 
inoud A Patten are the agents, 
io  P u r c h a a ’era  o f  G a r g l in g  O il. 
imine has G. W. Merchant, Lockport, N.
to believe, and I while forhorsi 
f the kind are the We are assured by tin 
moderate. The ini- one of
g twenty years past
as the Gargling Oil
C a u ti
Tfie only
Y.” blown in each bottle, and also has his signa’ 
the coik.
The genuine is for sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, Rock- 
ts and dealers generally.
4m31
scriber du _ 
olate a vast collection of specili- 
diis lelalive to pate. Is. These, 
brary of leznl aud mechanical 
if patents granted in the United 
r him able, beyond question, to 
- obtaining patents.
ey to Washington, to procure a 
t delay there, are here saved in- land, a'no by Drug July 29, 1857.
1 cstiinomals.
“ During the time I occupied the ollice of Commissioner 
of Patents, R. II. Eddy, Esq , of Boston, did business at 
the Patent Office, as Solicitor for procuring patents.— 
There were few, if any, persons acting in that capacity, 
who had so much business before the Patent Office, and 
there were none who conducted it with more skill, fid *lity 
and success. 1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the best in­
formed and most skiliful Patem Solicitors iu the United 
Stales, and have no hesitation in assuring inventors that 
they cannot employ a person more competent and trust­
worthy, and more capable of pulling their applications in 
a lorui to secure for them an euily aud favorable consider­
ation at the Patent Office. EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissiouor of Patents.”
From the present Commissioner.
“ August 17, 1855.—During the lime I lia”e held the 
office of Commissioner ol Patents, R. II Eddy, Esq., cf 
Boston, has been extensively engaged in the transactii u 
of business with the Office as a solicitor. He is thorough­
ly acquainted with the law, and the rules of practice cf 
the Office, I regard him as one of the most capable and 
successful practitioners with whom I have had official in­
tercourse. CHAS. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.”
Boston, Jan. 8, 1857. Iy2
CHICKERING’S
P I A N O  F O R T E S ,
C . A N D R E W S ,
N O  3 K I M B A L L  B L O C K ,
HAS just received and offers for sale JACOBCHICKEKING’3
P I A N O  F O R T E S .
1 Seven Octaves, 4 Round Corners 
1 Six Octaves. 2 Round Corners.
1 Siz and a half Octaves, 2 Round Coiners,
1 Six Octaves. 4 Round Corners.
Which will he sold at very low prices. Warranted to
give sa'isfaction or no sale.
Rockland, June 9, 1857. 25tf
AN A P P E A L
T O  T H E  N O R T H !
___ #, *____
BILLS & TRUE,
RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE
that they have opened at the
IS T o rtll Kivirl,
At their old stand, corner Front and Rockland Streets, a
S 3S © JS O  © M  2
Where may be found the latest and iiest styles of 
Ladies’, Misses’, and Children’s Shoes and Gaiter Boots.
ALSO - A good assortment of Gents’ Fine Calf and 
Thick Boots ; Boys’ and Youths’ Bonis and Shoes of all 
descriptions, of t l i e ir  oxvu m a n u fa c t u r e , which 
they will sell CHEAP for the
R E A D Y  C A S H
Rockland, June 1ft, 1857.
Illum ination ! Paraffine Oil !
IpVERY house, factory, shop or office in town orcountry j  may l*e lighted more brilliantly and more economical­
ly by using P a r a f f in e  L a m p  O il. than by any olher 
Oil. Camphene, Burning Fluid, or even <Jas itself.
Paraffine Oil, in use, is ns cleanly as fluid, is not explo­
sive, gives a more brilliant light, and is more economical 
ih-m any other oil.
The comparative cost of an equal amount of light from 
various Oils and Fluid at tlieir respective retail prices 
n in the following table, prepared by T' ”  ‘
Kent
vho ha
W ill your P ills  cure | Yes; and they have 
my headache? | cured thousands.
HEADACHE.
HUTCHINS’ HEADACHE PILLS,
F or
BILIOUS, NERVOUS. AND SICK IIEADACHB 
AND NEURALGIA.
The only reliable and positive cure,
P R I C E , 25  C E N T S .
F or sale by D ruggists generally.
M. S. BURR & CO., General Agent.
for New England and the British Previa, 
ces, No. 1, Cornhill, Boston.
Rockland and vicinity. 
_________ 6 in 27
FOICB &  S W E T T ,
C. V. FESSENDEN, Vi 
July 1 ,1S57.
Z M Z ^ n - T o l©  W o p I k S ,
M A IN  S T R E E T ,  R O C K L A N D , M E -
First Door North of F. Cobb & Co’s Store.
MONUMENTS. GRAVE STONES
and the usual varieties of Marble Work.
Specimens may be seen at our SHOP and in all the
CEMETERIES in this vicinity.
N. B. All work delivered and set up without additional
expense to the Purchaser.
COBB <fc SW ETT.
Rockland, April 24.1856. 17if
A t t e n t i o n
HOUSE AND SH IP JOINERS.
, 'T’HE Subscribers take great pleasure in pre-
I and vfeinuynn ta p rn ^ n e .u  in “'“1 J ° in" S “f Rocktaad
I^ZL^LlKrZES
just introduced to the public, and manufactured by the
M ULTIFORM  MOULDING PLANE Co.,
which surpasses all PLANES that have yet been intro­
duced. The
JO IN T E R S AXD JACK S  
are made without CHIPS, consequently do not obstruct 
Shavings. The top of the STOCKS are made o„ i  t  f ll i  t l , r r ,1  Mr. E.hvard N. I R O X ? J,!* ,V lV ixE ^nd M ni'flFxV IPR8 
, a leading analvt ical and practical chemist of New making them THIN ER and still HE AV IER.
York, who says:—“ Pnrafflne Oil gives a brilliant and MOULDING BEAD MATCH PT niTGR dazzling light, does not ignite when a lighted match is D U A U , x U A iv i l ,  1 L.U U U H ,
placed directly in the oil, does no» resinify hy exposure to ! H O L L O W S  A N D  R O U N D S
the air, anil consequenil 
mav lie entirely copi 
in the quantity
.  t
does not gum the wick, and 
I in a lamp without depreciation are so arra•,Ce,, lhal oue handle answers lor them nil, 
.u„ .. - i heing much suiuller take very much less loom in the
Chest.
JeC . LIBBY & SON.
Rockland, June 25, 1857 gbtf
quality of the light,” dec
Cost of an equal 
amount of light. 
80 15
I 50 o 31
1 00 0 42
1 25 o 61
2 25 o 92
0 67 1 00
Paraffine Lamp Oil may he used in Camphene, Rosin 
Oil, Kerosene, or other lamps with button burners (uow 
in common use) or in Argaiul lamps, with suitable chim­
neys. In using Paraffine Oil the lamp wicks require no 
trimming, and when once ignited will burn wilhont fur­
ther CHre until the oil is all consumed- As the oil burns 
freely it is best to keep the wick low aud not allow it to 
appear much above iho surface of the wick holder. For 
sale by the subscribers,
JOHNSON, HUNTER 4c CO..
5 Commercial wharf, Boston, Agents for Co.
O«|. < 1857. .  8m41
Material. Retail price. 
Paraffine Oil, $1 00
Rapeseed Oil,
Whale Oil,
Lard Oil,
Sperm Oil,
Burning Fluid,
T ; r x A
IJYSU R fi.V C E  C O .H P JIY V
H A R T F O R D ,  C O N N ,
lu r o r p o r n lr d ,  1 8 1 9 .
C A S H  C A P IT A L , $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
Thos. a. Allx. sd lr , Sec’y Titos. K Brace, Pres’t.
A. B. HOUGH, Aiietit.
Insurance may be effected in the above Company by ap. 
plying to
C. D. SMALLEY, 
at D. STADLER’S Clothing Store.
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857. 8if
